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 ABSTRACT 
 
Steam flooding is an aggressive remediation technology for removing volatile 
organic chemical (VOC) sources that slowly dissolve into passing groundwater.  Plume 
concentrations can be reduced, accelerating cleanup, and decreasing plume management 
costs.  Steam injected in wells surrounding the source spreads outward and develops into 
a front that drives contamination to a system of groundwater pumping wells in the 
saturated zone and soil vapor extraction wells in the vadose zone.  The process can be 
modeled with the non-isothermal multi-phase flow simulator T2VOC to include 
operation designs and factors at individual sites.   
A pilot field-scale test at the Savannah River Site (SRS) solvent storage tank area 
(SST) performed in 2000 to 2001 demonstrated the feasibility of steam flooding and 
modeling in the sediments at SRS for the upcoming M-Area settling basin flood.  The 
comparison of actual and simulated heating patterns of the SST flood confirm that 
numerical simulation is a viable tool for designing, planning, and evaluating steam 
floods.   
Steam movement in the subsurface is governed primarily by soil heterogeneity 
and gravity.  Steam is buoyant in groundwater and tends to migrate upward unless 
injected below a continuous confining layer.  Extraction rates (pumping and vacuums) 
typical of steam flooding are generally low compared to steam injection rates and 
pressures, and have limited influence over the lateral growth of the steam zone.  Steam 
 iii
can be controlled with air injection wells that limit steam migration away from the target, 
preventing mobilization of contamination outside the steam injection pattern and 
preventing steam from migrating to undesirable areas.  The concept was proven with sand 
tank experiments and by a flood at a Hill Air Force Base demonstration site in 1997 
(Stewart et al., 1998).  Models of the planned steam flood of the M-Area settling basin 
incorporate design configurations with and without air control.  Simulations show that the 
method can be used to keep steam from escaping to the surface for floods of shallow 
targets in un-stratified sediments.  Configurations can be designed that balance vertical 
control, improve heat spread in the target zone, and minimize heat loss.   
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 PREFACE 
 
Source zones of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) form contaminant plumes as 
they slowly dissolve into passing groundwater.  These plumes create a hazard that must 
be controlled and monitored over the long-term to protect potential receptors.  
Conventional methods, such as pump and treat, control the dissolved plume but do little 
to mitigate the persistent affects of the NAPL source.  Aggressive technologies such as 
steam flooding can be used to remediate well-characterized source zones and accelerate 
the overall cleanup of contaminated sites.  Steam is injected through a series of wells 
within and around a source area.  As the steam zone grows radially around each injection 
well, the steam front drives the contamination to a system of groundwater pumping wells 
in the saturated zone and soil vapor extraction wells in the vadose zone.   
The movement of steam in the subsurface is governed primarily by soil 
heterogeneity and gravity as it spreads outward from injection points.  Steam is buoyant 
in groundwater and will migrate upward unless injected below a continuous confining 
layer.  A spreading steam front can mobilize contamination outside the well injection 
pattern away from the extraction system.  Groundwater pumping rates and vacuums 
typical of steam flooding are generally low compared to the steam injection rate and 
pressure, and have limited influence over the lateral growth of the steam zone.  To 
overcome these limitations, a system of air injection wells can be used to direct the steam 
zone growth.  The expanding air and steam meet, creating a “no flow” boundary that 
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inhibits the spread of the steam front away from the intended target while allowing steam 
to continue towards the target zone.  This study uses the numerical non-isothermal multi-
phase flow code T2VOC to simulate the movement of steam in the subsurface and the 
ability to control its movement using injected air. 
Steam flood modeling with a detailed account of NAPLs, the benefits of steam, 
the numerical simulator (T2VOC), well treatment within the model, and the results of a 
typical steam flood are presented in the first chapter.  The ability of steam migration to be 
modeled is confirmed by comparisons of simulated heating patterns with measured 
results from a steam flood at the solvent storage tank area at the Savannah River Site 
(SRS).  A pilot field-scale test was performed at the solvent storage tank area (321 M 
SST) to demonstrate the proficiency of steam flooding in the geologic environment at 
SRS and to determine the feasibility of the process for the remediation of the M-Area 
settling basin.  The solvent storage tank model simulates the test configuration, including 
the effects of the steam injection wells and their injection rate changes, the effects of the 
extraction wells, and the temperature profiles of thermocouple monitor wells.   
The simulated results of the effects of air injection on steam migration at both 
laboratory and field scales are presented in the second chapter.  The heating patterns of a 
sandbox experiment designed to test the feasibility of using injected air to control steam 
migration were simulated.  In the experiment and simulation of the experiment, steam 
injected below a discontinuous confining layer was prevented from migrating upward 
through the breech in the confining layer by injecting air to control steam migration.  A 
planned field-scale steam flood to remediate a source of used solvents that results from 
disposal of primarily PCE and TCE to the unlined M-Area Settling Basin at the Savannah 
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River Site was simulated to test flood designs, estimate steam needs, and determine the 
overall feasibility for such a large-scale flood.  Designs with and without air injection 
control were simulated.  The model of the M-Area steam flood includes a heterogeneous 
permeability distribution to make it as realistic as possible.  The distribution is based on 
well data from the site.  A simulated annealing approach is used to create a spatially 
correlated distribution that honors well data where present, generates values for the 
remaining elements based on expected correlation distances in the x, y, and z directions 
from the depositional environment, and maintains the average permeability of each unit.   
The possibility of using injected air to control the vertical rise of steam to target 
shallow sources is examined in the third chapter.  Steam flood remediation has been 
limited to relatively deep stratified sites due to the buoyant rise of steam and its 
associated high temperatures reaching the surface.  The previous studies demonstrate that 
the outward lateral spread of a steam front can be limited by injecting air opposite the 
steam injector and the zone targeted by the flood.  This study demonstrates through 
numerical modeling that the vertical rise of steam can be effectively controlled in the 
same manner by injecting air above the steam injector.  Porous media properties, 
boundary conditions, and operational factors that affect steam migration are also 
examined in this study.  The methodology could make the remediation of small, shallow 
sources through steam flooding feasible. 
 
 
 MODELING STEAM FLOODS 
 
1. Introduction 
This chapter contains an in depth discussion of non-aqueous phase liquids, steam, 
the numerical simulator (T2VOC), and model development.  The results of the solvent 
storage tank modeling are presented to demonstrate that modeling is a viable tool for 
predicting steam migration.  The information for this chapter was derived primarily from 
the July 16, 2001 report “Numerical Modeling of Free-Phase TCE/PCE Emplacement 
and Transport in the M-Area Basin and Evaluation of Thermal Remediation 
Technologies”: SCUREF Task Order West 041: Final Report by R. Hodges and R. Falta 
and “Predicted Heating Patterns During Steam Flooding of Coastal Plain Sediments at the 
Savannah River Site” in Environmental and Engineering Geoscience (2001) by S. Ochs, 
R. Hodges, and R. Falta. 
 
1.1 Non-aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs) 
The contamination of groundwater by the release of chemicals to the subsurface is 
common in industrialized areas.  Contaminant releases can be the result of accidental 
spills or improper disposal due to a previous lack-of-knowledge as to the risks they pose.  
The chemicals are typically non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) with a relatively low 
solubility that act as a persistent source as they slowly dissolve into groundwater.  Two of 
the most common hydrocarbon contaminant types are fuels and cleaning solvents.  Both 
are NAPLs, differing in that fuels are normally less dense (LNAPL) and cleaning 
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solvents are typically more dense (DNAPL) than water.  As a NAPL migrates through the 
subsurface, it passes through the vadose zone, some adsorbing onto the soil and sediment, 
some being trapped in fine-grained units due to capillary forces, and some pooling on 
relatively impermeable layers.  The chemical is slowly dissolved by infiltrating rain 
water, eventually reaching the water table and groundwater.  If the vadose zone is thick 
or the release is small, no free-phase contaminant reaches the saturated zone.  However, 
if the vadose zone is thin or the release is sufficiently large, separate phase NAPL will 
reach the water table, creating a more direct source of groundwater contamination.  
LNAPL and DNAPL behave similarly in the vadose zone; however, an LNAPL (separate 
phase) will stop when it reaches the water table whereas DNAPL will continue to migrate 
downward until stopped by low permeability layers.   
The knowledge gained from research over the last several decades has identified 
risks associated with low levels of certain contaminants in groundwater.  Conventional 
remediation methods use pump and treat in combination with soil vapor extraction.  
However, due to their low solubility and moderate vapor pressure, they may remain in the 
subsurface as significant long-term sources despite the best efforts of conventional 
remediation methods.  An alternative is to use a more aggressive method, such as steam 
flooding, to quickly remove the majority of contamination from a source zone, shortening 
remediation time, and lowering overall costs. 
 
1.2 Steam 
Sites with an identified source in the vadose zone or in a stratified saturated zone 
are good candidates for steam flooding.  When the contaminant is a DNAPL, unwanted 
migration can be of concern if there are no low permeability units below the target zone 
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to inhibit downward movement.  However, special flood designs can lower the risk of 
unwanted migration (Farber and Betz, 1997; Emmert, 1997; Helmig et al., 1998).  A 
successful steam flood requires that energy be delivered to a target zone and that 
contaminants become mobilized and are recovered from that zone (Looney and Falta, 
2000).  As steam is injected in the subsurface, a steam zone spreads outward from the 
injection point until it reaches a distance where it is cooled by the surrounding formation 
and a condensation/steam front forms (Figure 1.1).  The energy released from the 
condensing steam heats the surrounding materials.  The steam zone is small at first, but 
grows with continued injection, heating more of the formation, pushing the steam front 
farther from the injection point.  Depending on injection rate and media, steam fronts can 
have velocities of up to a few meters per day (Menegus and Udell, 1985).  The 
advancement of the steam front is an inherently stable process.  Fingering can occur due 
to heterogeneities but large conduction losses tend to collapse the fingering back to liquid 
water.  Only large-scale heterogeneities, such as high permeability channel sands, are 
expected to significantly influence steam front propagation (Udell, 1994; Lake, 1989).   
There are several ways that steam improves the removal of NAPL from a source 
zone.  The primary means is through an increased rate of evaporation due to an increase 
in vapor pressure with increasing temperature.  The high steam velocities in the vadose 
zone are also a contributing factor (Falta et al., 1992b).  The rate of evaporation is a linear 
function of a NAPL component’s vapor pressure and over the temperature range of 
interest, 10º - 100º C, vapor pressure can increase by more than a factor of 50 (Hunt et al. 
1988; Basel 1991).  Another way that recovery is enhanced is through the development of 
a high saturation NAPL bank at the steam front.  The volatilized NAPL from the steam 
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zone condenses at the steam front and increases the NAPL relative permeability, making 
it mobile.  Other enhancements include higher displacing pressures due to the velocity of 
the steam front and a reduction in NAPL viscosity and surface tension at elevated 
temperatures.  During a steam flood, hundreds of pore volumes of steam are injected (due 
to the large volume reduction as steam condenses back to water) creating a stripping 
effect that makes it unlikely that much dissolved chemical will remain behind the steam 
front (Udell, 1994).  Extraction of contaminant is typically through a combination of SVE 
wells in the vadose zone and pumping wells in the saturated zone.   
Approximately ten field scale steam flood tests have been performed with 
promising results: the 1989 San Jose California experiment (Udell and Stewart, 1989), 
the 1993 Lawrence Livermore National Lab., California test (Newmark, 1994), the 1996 
OU-1 Hill Air Force Base, Utah test (Stewart), the 1998 OU-2 Hill Air Force Base, Utah 
test (Stewart et al., 1998), the 1997 – 2000 Southern California Edison Visalia Project 
(Newmark et al., 2000), the 1999 Alameda Naval Air Station test (Udell, K.), the 1999 
Portsmouth DOE Facility, Ohio test (Heron, G., 2000), the 2000 Prague, Czech Republic 
test (Udell, K. and P. Dusilek, 2000), the 1999 Mülacher, Germany test (Koschitzky, 
2000), and the current Savannah River Site, South Carolina test (IWR and IT, 2000).   
The first field tests using steam flooding to remediate source zones began in the 
late 1980’s.  Udell and Stewart (1989) used steam to remediate an industrial solvent 
facility in San Jose, CA in 1988.  The steam flood removed 540 pounds of contaminants, 
including PCE and TCE, and from an aquifer of interbedded sands, silts, and clays.  In 
1993 a full-scale demonstration of steam flooding with supplemental electrical heating 
was performed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA (Newmark, 1994).  
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In two successive steam floods, 6700 gallons of gasoline were removed from highly 
layered alluvial deposits.  A field demonstration of steam flooding to remove chlorinated 
solvents was performed at Hill Air Force Base, Utah by Stewart et al. (1998).  
Accumulation of DNAPL in a subsurface channel on a clay layer were reduced by 96 
percent in the treated zone.  This test was unique because it used cold air injection for 
pneumatic control of the steam zone (L. Stewart, personal comm., 2001). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Steam flood schematic showing injection zones in the more permeable 
units: two in the vadose zone and one in the saturated zone.   
 
 
 
steam zone 
steam steam 
steam steam 
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1.3 Numerical Simulator, T2VOC 
There are at least seven numerical codes that are discussed in the environmental 
literature capable of simulating steam floods: T2VOC (Falta et al. 1995; Falta et al. 
1992a), M2NOTS (Adeneken et al. 1993), NUFT (Nitao 1993), MAGNAS (Panday et al. 
1995; Huyakorn et al. 1994), COMPFLOW (Unger et al. 1995; Forsyth and Shao 1991), 
MUFTE (Helmig et al. 1994) and STOMP (White and Oostrom, 1996).  They all 
simulate the flow of three phases (air, water, and NAPL) in three-dimensional, 
anisotropic, heterogeneous porous media while allowing for phase 
appearance/disappearance and equilibrium mass transfer between phases.  Several of 
these codes have been validated with data from steam floods and they are useful tools for 
steam flood design (Looney and Falta, 2000).  This project uses the T2VOC multiphase 
flow simulator developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Falta et al. 1995; Falta et al. 
1992a).  The code is based on a general integral finite difference formulation for 
multiphase multi-component mass and energy balance equations known as MULKOM 
(Falta, et al., 1995).  The most well known and used version of MULKOM is the 
TOUGH (transport of unsaturated groundwater and heat) and TOUGH 2 simulator.  
T2VOC was developed from TOUGH when Falta added a third fluid component to 
TOUGH and developed a flexible fluid property package for representing volatile and 
slightly water-soluble organic compounds (Pruess et al., 1996).   
There are several simplifying assumptions made in the T2VOC formulation.  
Although air consists of several components (nitrogen, oxygen, etc.), it is treated as a 
single pseudo-component with average properties.  The three fluid components in 
T2VOC may be presented in different proportions in any of the three phases (gas, 
aqueous, and NAPL) except that the usually small solubility of water in the NAPL phase 
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has been neglected.  At the present time, no allowance is made for molecular diffusion in 
the aqueous and NAPL phase, or for hydrodynamic dispersion.  Vapor pressure lowering 
effects due to capillary forces are not currently included in the simulator.  The Henry’s 
constants for air dissolution in aqueous and NAPL phases are small and for simplicity 
have been assumed to be constant.  It is assumed that the three phases are in local 
chemical equilibrium, and that no chemical reactions are taking place other than (a) 
interphase mass transfer, (b) adsorption of the chemical compound to the solid phase, and 
(c) decay of VOC by biodegradation (Falta, et al., 1995). 
Each phase flows in response to pressure and gravitational forces according to the 
multiphase extension of Darcy’s law, including the effects of relative permeability and 
capillary pressure.  In addition, VOC may be adsorbed by the porous medium.  Transport 
of the three mass components also occurs by multi-component diffusion in the gas phase.  
Mechanisms of interphase mass transfer for the organic chemical component include 
evaporation and boiling the NAPL, dissolution of the NAPL into the aqueous phase, 
condensation of the organic chemical from the gas phase into the NAPL, and equilibrium 
phase partitioning of the organic chemical between the gas, aqueous and solid phase.  
Interphase mass transfer of the water component includes the effects of evaporation and 
boiling of the aqueous phase, and condensation of the water vapor from the gas phase.  
The interphase mass transfer of the air component consists of equilibrium phase 
partitioning of the air between the gas, aqueous, and NAPL phases (Falta et al., 1995).  
Heat transfer occurs due to conduction, multiphase convection, and gaseous diffusion.  
The heat transfer effects of phase transitions between NAPL, aqueous and gas phase are 
fully accounted for by considering the transport of both latent and sensible heat.  The 
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overall porous media thermal conductivity is calculated as a function of water and NAPL 
saturation, and depends on the chemical characteristics of the NAPL (Falta et al., 1995).   
 
2. Model Development 
2.1 Model Domain 
The model domain is the three-dimensional volume that is included in the 
numerical model grid.  A steam flood is typically configured with injection wells 
surrounding a target zone.  Steam spreads spherically away from the injectors, both 
towards and away from the target, so the domain must be sufficiently large to encompass 
the entire steam front spread and have enough additional distance to limit interaction with 
model boundaries.  Ideally, a fine, laterally extensive mesh is desired over the entire 
model domain to enhance resolution in areas of interest.  However, the computational 
demands of multiphase flow simulations limit the number of elements that can be 
modeled in a reasonable time frame.  Typically, the finest gridding of the mesh extends 
from the target zone to beyond the farthest injection wells and then coarsens outward to 
the model boundaries.  To reduce numerical errors, the grid is expanded by increasing the 
nodal spacing no more than 1.5 to 2 times the previous nodal spacing.  This approach is a 
rule of thumb often used in groundwater modeling according to Anderson and Woessner 
(1992). 
As previously mentioned, vertical heterogeneity is high in the interbedded sands 
and clays at M-Area.  The vertical gridding of the models is designed so that model 
layers coincide with elevations of the different hydrostratigraphic units.  This allows 
parameters such as permeability and capillary functions to be assigned to each 
hydrostratigraphic unit based on field data and sediment type.  
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2.2 Model Parameters 
The primary model input parameters are intrinsic permeability (both horizontal 
and vertical) along with the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions for 
each unit.  Parameters such as rock grain density, rock grain specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, and porosity are less variable and are set at average values shown in Table 
1.1.  The average rock grain density is set at 2650 kg/m3 and the rock grain specific heat 
is set at 800 J/kg K for all rock types at M-Area.  Porosity is set at values that range from 
0.35 for clean sands to 0.40 for clays.   
 
 
Table 1.1 Thermal properties estimated from Lake (1989). 
 
Rock grain specific heat 800 J/kg K 
Rock grain density 2650 kg/m3 
Formation heat conductivity fully saturated 2.7 W/m K 
Formation heat conductivity dry 0.6 W/m K 
Porosity (clean sand, clay) 0.35, 0.40 [unitless] 
 
 
 
 
2.2.1 Permeability 
Permeability values have to be assigned to each element in the model domain.  As 
an example, the permeability values of the models at the Savannah River Site, the solvent 
storage tank area (this chapter) and the M-Area Settling Basin (following chapter), were 
assigned for each correlated hydrostratigraphic unit based on a mud fraction to 
permeability function from Flach and Harris (1996).  The function (Figure 1.2) is fit to 
data from 485 slug tests, 85 single and multiple well pump tests, and 258 laboratory 
measurements from SRS.  Visual foot by foot mud fraction estimates from the nearest 
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well or wells with core descriptions are converted to permeability using the function.  
The foot by foot permeability values are then averaged for each hydrostratigraphic unit, 
giving an estimate of the horizontal permeability of the unit.  The harmonic average of 
the foot by foot permeability values of a unit are used as an estimate of vertical 
permeability (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989).  This averaging method assumes complete 
layering and gives a maximum anisotropy, which can strongly influence simulation 
results by overestimating the horizontal spread and underestimating the vertical spread of 
the steam front.  This method of permeability estimation should be used only as a rough 
estimate.  Well tests designed to measure both vertical and horizontal permeability in the 
vadose and saturated zones should be performed to verify and calibrate model 
parameters. 
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Figure 1.2 Plot of the function used to estimate permeability from mud fraction. 
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In areas with near-shore and deltaic influence, lateral variations due to facies 
changes are often significant and should be included if possible.  However, at the solvent 
storage tank site, the excellent correlation of units in wells separated by a distance more 
than twice the horizontal dimensions (450 ft) of the model and the lack of additional data 
at the site on which to base lateral variations, make the simplicity of assuming lateral 
continuity reasonable.  Lateral variations were included in the much larger domain of the 
M-Area Settling Basin model by using a simulated annealing approach.  This method 
allowed the overall average permeability of each hydrostratigraphic unit to be honoured 
while varying permeability values both vertically (within units comprised of several 
model layers) and laterally (x, y, and z directions) based on expected correlation 
distances for a given depositional environment to create a spatially correlated 
permeability distribution.   
 
2.2.2 Relative Permeability and Capillary Pressure Functions 
The capillary pressure functions were roughly fit to data from 18 laboratory 
measurements of core samples from M-Area (Eddy-Dilek, 1993).  The relative 
permeability functions (shown below) are based on scaled power functions (water and 
gas) and a modified version of Stone’s first three phase method (NAPL), Stone (1970), 
and require input of residual water saturation (Swr), residual NAPL saturation (Snr), 
residual gas saturation (Sgr), and a shape parameter (n).   
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Equation 1.1 Gas phase relative permeability. 
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Equation 1.2 Water phase relative permeability. 
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Equation 1.3 NAPL Phase Relative Permeability, modified version of Stone’s first three 
  phase method (Stone, 1970). 
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The three phase capillary pressure functions (shown below) are from Parker 
(1987) and they are based on the two phase van Genuchten (1980) equation.  They 
require input of minimum saturation (Sm), a shape parameter (n), gas/NAPL entry 
pressure ( gna ), and NAPL/water entry pressure ( nwa ).  Model input parameters for the 
hydrostratigraphic units of each model are included in the section for the specific model. 
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Equation 1.4 Three phase capillary functions from Parker (1987).  As Sn ?  0, these 
become the 2-phase van Genuchten equation. 
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2.3 Boundary Conditions 
The models are designed so that the lateral boundaries will have minimal affect 
on the steam flood simulation.  Laterally, boundary conditions are set to be constant 
potential by making side elements in the model inactive.  The hydrostatic pressure 
distribution with gravity capillary equilibrium in the boundary elements do not change 
from the initial conditions, allowing flow between interior and boundary elements 
without changing the boundary properties.  This effectively provides uninhibited lateral 
flow, limiting boundary effects.  Constant potential inactive atmospheric boundary 
elements are placed in the upper-most model layer to simulate an atmospheric boundary 
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condition, allowing a free exchange of both air and heat with the surface.  The base of the 
model domain is a no flow boundary, located at the top of the Crouch Branch confining 
unit, a thick, laterally extensive, low permeability clay.   
 
2.4 Initial Conditions  
Initial conditions in the model are set assuming a gravity-capillary equilibrium, 
where the water pressure is hydrostatic above and below the water table, and the gas and 
water saturations for each element are based on the capillary pressure curves.  The water 
table elevation is based on measured values at each site, and is used to calculate the 
gravity-capillary equilibrium corresponding initial water saturation distribution.  The 
initial temperature is based on average groundwater temperature and was set at 20º C for 
the Savannah River Site models.  Atmospheric pressure in the top model layer (constant) 
is set at one atmosphere (101,300 Pascal) with a temperature of 20º C.  An additional 
pressure correction is made for the added weight of air below the atmospheric layer.   
 
2.5 Well Treatment 
In 3-D numerical models, injection and recovery wells are represented as 
source/sink terms in elements.  Typically, a specific injection or pumping rate, in units of 
volume or mass per time, is assigned to each element designated as a sink or source.  For 
a localized source/sink such as a well, the mass is injected/extracted over the whole 
volume represented by the cell at the location of the sink/source.  In typical 3-D field 
scale models the dimensions of the cells are usually much larger than the diameter of the 
well.  To represent wells more accurately, the grid around the well must be refined, but 
due to the high computational requirements of multi-phase flow simulation, it is not 
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possible for most problems to have elements as small as the well diameter.  Within a cell, 
the pressure at the node represents the average pressure within the cell.  However, the 
difference between the actual pressure in a well and the computed pressure in the cell can 
be large.  In order to get a more realistic simulation of steam injection well performance, 
a separate element with the properties and the volume of an actual well bore and filter 
pack is added at each steam injection well site.  Using integral finite difference method 
concepts (Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1976) the well elements are then connected to 
the model elements through which the well passes and is screened, with an interface area 
equivalent to that of a well bore (Figure 1.3).  The steam generation rate is then applied to 
the well element.  The water extraction wells are handled in a similar manner by 
extracting a specified volume of water per time from a connected well element equivalent 
to that being pumped in the actual test.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of well bore element. 
 
well bore 
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Soil vapor extraction wells are incorporated using the well on deliverability 
option, (Falta, et al., 1995; Pruess, 1991).  Instead of extracting a specified rate, 
production is against a specified well bore pressure in the appropriate model elements 
with a productivity index (PI).  The mass production rate of phase ß from a grid block 
where the phase pressure is greater than the well bore pressure is given by Equation 1.5 
(Coats, 1977).   
 
Equation 1.5 Mass production rate of phase ß from a grid block. 
)(** wb
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where, brk  denotes the relative permeability of the phase ß, bm  is the viscosity of the 
phase, br  is the density of the phase, and wbPandPb  are the pressures of the phase and 
the well bore, respectively.  The productivity index (Equation 1.6) is based on the 
effective radius of the grid-block, the well radius, and the layer thickness and 
permeability is used to calculate realistic flow rates for the given element (Coats, 1977; 
Thomas, 1982).   
 
Equation 1.6 Productivity index equation. 
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Where, lzD  denotes layer thickness, lzk D  is the permeability-thickness product in layer 
l, re is the grid block radius, rw is the well radius, and s is the skin factor.  For non-
cylindrical grid blocks, re is approximated by p/Areare = .  For wells that are screened 
over several layers, the flowing well bore pressure is corrected to approximately account 
for gravity effects.  Additional details of well treatment used here are given by Falta et al. 
(1995). 
 
3. Steam Flood Example:  Solvent Storage Tank Model 
A pilot field-scale steam flood of the solvent storage tank area was performed in 
2000 to determine in part if the much larger steam flood of the settling basin would be 
practical.  It allowed logistical details to be worked out at a more manageable scale and 
provided data from a test in the same hydrologic units that can be used to design the 
larger scale flood.  Modeling the solvent storage tank test provides simulated results that 
can be compared to actual results, giving an estimate of how well numerical simulations 
can predict the results of a steam flood in essentially the same hydrologic setting as the 
upcoming settling basin flood.  The numerical model was constructed prior to the pilot 
test (Ochs, 2000; Ochs et al., 2001) and simulates the ongoing field test configuration, 
including the effects of the steam injection wells and their injection rate changes, the 
effects of the extractions wells, and the temperature profiles of thermocouple monitor 
wells.  Model input parameters were selected based on geologic data from the site that 
includes geophysical well logs, core descriptions, and laboratory analyses.  The simulated 
results were then compared with measured results after the test was complete. 
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3.1 Site Location 
The Savannah River Site (SRS) is located in west central South Carolina and 
covers an area of about 310 square miles.  It is adjacent to the Savannah River, which 
forms the boundary between South Carolina and Georgia to the west, and from which it 
derives its name (Figure 1.4).  The geology is dominated by sediments of the Coastal 
Plain physiographic province, relatively flat-lying irregular inter-bedded sand and clay 
bodies deposited in marine to fluvio-deltaic depositional environments. 
The Savannah River Site is a United States Department of Energy (US DOE) 
facility that was established in the early 1950’s as a controlled area for the production of 
nuclear materials.  The primary manufacturing operations took place at the M-Area, 
located in the northwest part of SRS (Figure 1.4), and required the use of chlorinated 
solvents for cleaning and degreasing of production materials.  The disposal of used 
solvents to the unlined M-Area settling basin and to a nearby tributary, the A14 outfall, 
along with documented and undocumented spills at the solvent storage tank area, has 
created a significant subsurface contamination problem.  Chlorinated solvents, primarily 
trichloroethene (TCE) and tetrachloroethene (PCE), were delivered to and stored at the 
solvent storage tank area between 1958 and 1983.  An estimated 2 million pounds of 
solvents were discharged through an open sewer line to the M-Area settling basin and an 
additional 1.5 million pounds were discharged to the A14-outfall (Moore-Shedrow, 
1992).  In 1981 monitoring wells detected contamination in the groundwater at M-Area 
that has subsequently led to extensive remediation efforts (Moore-Shedrow, 1992). 
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Figure 1.4 Location of the solvent storage tank area, the M-Area settling basin, and 
correlation wells. 
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The SRS M-Area Groundwater Cleanup program began in the early 1980’s.  A 
full-scale pump and treat system, comprised of eleven groundwater recovery wells and an 
air stripper was established at the M-Area from 1984 to 1987.  In 1992, an additional 
pump and treat system combined with an air stripper was installed along with the use of 
re-circulation wells for in-situ remediation of solvents.  Six remediation systems with 
vacuum extraction wells, including seven horizontal wells, were installed to remove 
solvents from the vadose zone.  The two air strippers combined with the soil vapor 
extraction units have removed more than 1.5 million pounds of solvents from the 
subsurface (Jarosch, 1998a).   
 
3.2 M-Area Hydrogeology 
The geology at SRS is dominated by inter-bedded sands and clays of the Coastal 
Plain Province ranging in age from Late Cretaceous to Miocene.  The Coastal Plain is a 
wedge of sediments that is derived from and unconformably overlies Paleozoic meta-
sediment and meta-igneous rocks of the Piedmont Province.  Regionally, the sediments 
dip to the south-southeast at about 20 feet per mile and thicken from 0 feet at the surface 
contact with the Piedmont (the “Fall Line”, about 20 miles northwest of SRS) to 700 – 
750 feet in the northern part of SRS at M-Area.  At the southern boundary of SRS, the 
sediment wedge is more than 1400 feet thick and it is nearly 4000 feet thick at the coast.  
The units strike N60E, which roughly aligns the regional depositional strike and dip 
directions with SRS east and SRS south respectively.  Over an area the size of the settling 
basin models, the sediments are essentially flat-lying with less than a 6 ft elevation 
change expected due to regional dip.  This is less than any local undulations, allowing the 
simplification of horizontal model layers.  Vertical lithologic variability is high at M-
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Area.  The layers that make up the sedimentary section were deposited over a period of 
about 40 million years in depositional environments ranging from deltaic to near-shore to 
shallow-marine (Fallaw and Price, 1992).   
The hydrostratigraphy of M-Area includes three aquifers of the Floridan-Midville 
aquifer system and a fairly thick vadose zone of 115 ft.  The vadose zone is 
predominantly fine to coarse-grained, poorly to well-sorted sands, though there are 
several interbedded clay layers of local hydrologic significance.  Eddy and others (1991) 
defined four of these intervals by the approximate elevation of their upper surface (the 
‘’200-foot clay’’, ‘’270-foot clay’’, ’’300-foot clay’’, and the ‘’325-foot clay’’) which 
they referred to as semi-confining or confining zones.  The surficial aquifer, the M-Area 
Aquifer Zone (MAAZ), extends from the water table to the Green Clay Confining Zone 
(GCCZ), about 210 ft msl at the settling basin and is lithologically similar to the vadose 
zone.   
The Green Clay confining zone (GCCZ) is the highest laterally extensive 
confining unit that is expected to stop the downward migration of DNAPL.  However, at 
M-Area, the beds that constitute the GCCZ were deposited in a relatively near-shore 
environment and consist primarily of fine to coarse-grained, poor to well-sorted clayey 
sands with interbedded layers of clay and silty clay (Fallaw and Price, 1992).  The GCCZ 
is near the updip limit at which it can still be considered an effective laterally extensive 
confining unit and is typically less than 20 ft thick at M-Area, including interbedded 
sands.  The GCCZ overlies the Lost Lake Aquifer Zone (LLAZ) of the Steed Pond 
Aquifer.  The LLAZ consists of loose to slightly indurated, fine to coarse-grained, 
moderate to well-sorted sands and clayey sands.  Below the LLAZ is the Crouch Branch 
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Confining Unit (CBCU), a thick (about 80 ft) laterally extensive low permeability clay to 
silty clay that is used as the lower no flow boundary for the model domain.  Below the 
CBCU is the Crouch Branch Aquifer, a principal water-producing aquifer at SRS. 
 
3.3 Solvent Storage Tank Area Model Domain 
The surface grid of the solvent storage tank model covers a surface area of 450 ft 
by 450 ft and it consists of 676 elements per layer with a fine grid spacing of 10 ft by 10 
ft near the injection and recovery wells increasing to 80 by 80 ft at the model boundaries 
(Ochs, 2000).  Of the 676 cells, only the interior 576 are active for a given layer, with the 
remaining 100 boundary elements made inactive to simulate constant potential 
boundaries.  The surface mesh of the solvent storage tank model is shown in Figure 1.5 
and the well configuration of the solvent storage tank steam flood is shown in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.5 Surface mesh of solvent storage tank area model.  
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The target zone of the test was in the upper 150 ft of the section and the model 
domain extends from the surface (about 370 ft msl) to a depth of 220 ft (150 ft msl).  For 
the numerical model, the vertical section was subdivided into hydrostratigraphic units 
based on clay/mud content.  The vertical discretization of the model was decided upon 
using data from three wells near the solvent storage tank site.  The nearest well with 
geophysical logs and core descriptions, including a quantitative estimate of mud percent, 
is MW-1sb, located about 1000 ft to the SSW.  The well at the solvent storage tank site, 
MRS-6a, was not cored or logged but does have descriptions of cutting samples.  A third 
well, MSB-23ta, located adjacent to the site (about 100 ft SSW between MRS-6a and 
MW-1sb) has geophysical well logs and assists in correlating units MW-1sb to MRS-6a 
(Ochs, et al., 2001).  The relative position of the wells can be seen in Figure 1.4.  The 
section was divided vertically into eleven hydrostratigraphic units for the numerical 
model based on correlation of relatively high and low permeability units identified in the 
wells. 
In order to get better vertical resolution and to have layers that are roughly the 
same thickness, the thicker units (HU 1, 2, 4, 7 and 11) were divided into two layers.  
This is done to improve model resolution.  Additionally, two small units (HU 8 and 9), 
where steam is injected in the saturated zone, were divided into two layers each to better 
resolve steam zone conditions.  These zones have a relatively low permeability, creating 
big gradients near the injection wells.  When steam is injected below the water table, the 
large heat capacity of water causes injected steam to cool and condense.  As steam 
condenses, the volume occupied by the steam is reduced by a factor of approximately 
1700, creating a rapid phase change from gas to water.  Additional model layers can 
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better resolve the condensation affect in the saturated zone, thereby improving numerical 
simulation accuracy.  The model mesh contains 21 layers and an additional atmospheric 
layer.  The total number of elements for the three-dimensional mesh is 14872, of which 
12096 are active. 
 
3.2 Solvent Storage Tank Model Parameters 
The permeability of each unit is based on mud percent data from well MW-1sb.  
No field test data were available to calibrate the model, though mini-permeameter 
measurements made on the MW-1sb core samples (Hann, 1998) were used to corroborate 
the mud fraction data.  Despite the lack of calibration the model predicts realistic gas 
flow rates from the SVE wells. 
Using a vacuum of 4” of Hg, the model predicts flow rates of about 350 cfm from 
the soil vapor extraction wells.  These are consistent with observed flow rates.  At the 
solvent storage tank site, each layer was modeled as laterally continuous.  Table 1.2 is a 
compilation of parameters used in the solvent storage tank model, including permeability 
as well as relative permeability and capillary pressure.   
The capillary pressure function parameters for the solvent storage tank model 
were roughly estimated from laboratory measurements taken from core samples (Eddy-
Dilek, 1993).  “Clay” was used for the low permeability units, clayey sand (silt) for the 
intermediate permeability units, and sand for the high permeability units.  The sediment 
types and the parameters for the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions are 
given in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 and plots of the relative permeability and capillary 
pressure functions are shown in Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7 (Ochs, 2000).  As with the 
permeability data, the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions are not 
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calibrated with field test data.  This could affect the accuracy of simulation results with 
respect to steam front migration and contaminant removal. 
 
 
Table 1.2 Parameters assigned to model hydrostratigraphic units. 
 
Hydrostratigraphic 
Unit 
kh [m2] kv [m2] Relative Permeability 
and Capillary Pressure 
parameters 
HU 1 3.3 E-14 4.0 E-15 Clay 
HU 2 3.3 E-13 4.0 E-14 Clay 
HU 2.1 1.65 E-12 2.0 E-14 Clayey sand 
HU 3 3,5 E-13 2.0 E-14 Clayey sand 
HU4 1.8 E-11 1.0 E-11 Sand 
HU 5 5.7 E-12 3.4 E-12 Clayey sand 
HU 6 1.6 E-11 1.2 E-11 Sand 
HU 7 7.2 E-13 1.3 E-14 Clayey sand 
HU 8 1.2 E-11 1.2 E-11 Sand 
HU 9 3.8 E-13 1.7 E-14 Clay 
HU 10 1.4 E-12 3.2 E-14 Clay 
HU 11 1.1 E-11 9.9 E-14 Sand 
 
 
 
Table 1.3 Assigned parameters for the relative permeability function. 
 
Class HU Swr Sgr n 
1 Clay 1 ,2 ,9, 10 0.25 0.001 2 
2 Clayey sand 2.1, 3, 5, 7 0.2 0.001 2 
3 Sand 4, 6, 8, 11 0.1 0.001 2 
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Figure 1.6 Plot of gas phase relative permeability curves used for the solvent storage 
tank model. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.4 Assigned parameters for the van Genuchten (1980) capillary pressure 
function used in the solvent storage tank model. 
 
Class HU Sm n )( 1-mgwa
 
1 Clay 1 ,2 ,9, 10 0.25 1.3 0.2 
2 Clayey sand 2.1, 3, 5, 7 0.2 1.3 0.6 
3 Sand 4, 6, 8, 11 0.1 1.4 1.0 
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Figure 1.7 Plot of the capillary pressure curves used for the solvent storage tank 
model. 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Solvent Storage Tank Model Wells 
There are three steam injection sites at the solvent storage tank area, each with 
wells screened at three different levels in zones of relatively high permeability (two in the 
vadose zone and one in the saturated zone).  The sites are arranged in a triangular pattern 
surrounding the target zone Figure 1.8.  The wells are designated DUS 1-9; DUS 1-3 are 
the shallowest, wells DUS 4-6 are at an intermediate level, and DUS 7-9 are at the 
deepest level.  An extraction well, DUS 10, is at the center of the triangular pattern and is 
continuously screened from a depth of 20 ft to 160 ft, over both the vadose and saturated 
zones.  Three wells from a previous soil vapor extraction system, MVE 1-3, are also 
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located at the solvent storage tank site and were available during the test.  Thirteen 
thermocouple wells were installed to monitor the progress of the steam front.   
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Figure 1.8 Solvent storage tank area well locations.  
 
 
 
 
3.4 Initial Conditions - Solvent Storage Tank Model 
The initial gas saturation (Sg) for the solvent storage tank model is determined by 
analytical solution and is dependent on the capillary pressure functions and the 
hydrostatic pressure.  The water table for the solvent storage tank model was 236 ft.   
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3.5 Operational Plan 
The operational plan (IWR and IT, 2000) for the test called for steam to be 
injected at 3 different vertical levels of relatively high permeability, two in the vadose 
zone and one in the saturated zone.  In the steam simulation, steam is initially injected at 
the three lower levels (DUS 7, 8, 9) for a period of 14 days, after which, the injection rate 
is cut to about 25%, and injection into the vadose zone wells begins.  The purpose of this 
staggered heating strategy is to generate a hot layer in the saturated zone prior to injecting 
steam in the vadose zone to help prevent the possible downward movement of mobilized 
contaminant.  Injection rates were assumed constant from day 14 through day 300 (IWR 
and IT, 2000).  Simulated injection rates and enthalpy of injected steam are shown in 
Table 1.5. 
The steam front expands outward and towards the center of the triangle, 
mobilizing contaminant within the target zone as it expands.  The primary extraction 
system is from DUS-10, located at the center of the triangle.  DUS 10 is continuously 
screened from a depth of 20 ft (350 ft msl) to 160 ft (210 msl), the depth of the lower 
injection wells.  A water pump is placed in the bottom of DUS 10 and pumps at a rate of 
16 gpm (1 liter/sec), removing contaminants from the saturated zone.  Additionally, a 
vacuum is applied to the well, removing contaminants from the vadose zone.  Field tests 
of the vacuum system reached a maximum flow rate 460 scfm (0.217 m3/sec) at a 
vacuum of 4 inches of Hg (P = 88 kPa).  For the numerical model, a constant suction of 4 
inches of Hg (a total pressure of 88 kPa) was applied to the well, creating a constant flow 
of about 350 scfm (0.165 m3/sec).  We consider this to be a reasonable match considering 
that model parameters were not calibrated to field pumping test data.  Three additional 
extraction wells from a former soil vapor extraction system, MVE 1-3, are operated as a 
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secondary recovery system in the simulation.  These wells also maintain a constant 
pressure of 88 kPa (vacuum of 13.3 kPa).   
 
 
Table 1.5 Simulated rates and enthalpies for the injection wells. 
 
 
 
 
3.6 Post-Flood Comparison of Actual and Simulated Data 
The simulated flood at the SST area continued for 300 days with the temperatures 
reaching over 100 °C in the target zone.  A vertical profile through the SST area (from A 
to A’, Figure 1.8) shows the simulated temperature distribution (Figure 1.9).  The 
modeling of the solvent storage tank area steam flood was completed prior to the 
completion of the actual flood.  Steam injection during the pilot test was suspended on 
several occasions, causing the actual measured steam injection rates to differ somewhat 
from the simulated injection rates (Figure 1.10).  Because the rates differ, the selections 
of temperature versus depth profiles to compare with the model were based on total steam 
injected rather than time after injection began.  The profiles of temperature versus depth 
demonstrate the dramatic difference in heating rates between low and high permeability 
layers.  The temperature in high permeability units rise quickly due to convective heating 
Name Injected rate 
kg/s [lb/hr] 
Enthalphy 
[MJ/kg] 
Pressure(inj) 
kPa [PSI] 
DUS 7-9(t<14d) 0.38 [3000] 2.769 303 [44] 
DUS 1-3(t>14d) 0.126 [1000] 2.737 317 [46] 
DUS 4-6(t>14d) 0.19 [1500] 2.749 83 [12] 
DUS 7-9(t>14d) 0.10 [790] 2.769 172 [25] 
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whereas low permeability units heat more slowly, relying on conductive heating from 
surrounding warmer units.   
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Figure 1.9 Vertical temperature profile after 300 days of steam injection. 
(along A – A’, Figure 1.8). 
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Figure 1.10  Actual and simulated steam injection rates. 
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The actual and simulated temperature profiles from three thermocouples (TM-13, 
TM-9, and TM-1) with locations from near the center to outside the flood pattern (Figure 
1.8) were compared to evaluate the predictive capability of the model.  The actual and 
simulated temperatures from thermocouple TM-13, located at the center of the steam 
flood injection well pattern, are very similar (Figures 1.11a – 1.11c) with the only major 
discrepancy occurring when the model predicts a low temperature zone after 21 million 
pounds of steam is injected at a depth of around 135’.  This can be explained by 
conductive heating of a low permeability layer.  It took about 50% longer for the 
equivalent amount steam to be injected in the actual pilot test than in the simulated steam 
flood.  This gave the layer more time to heat conductively during the real test.  This 
interpretation is supported by the profile at the end of the steam flood, after 45 million 
pounds of steam is injected (Figure 1.11c), where the modeled temperature in the low 
permeability layer is approaching that measured in the experiment.  The good match with 
this thermocouple well is partly due to the fact that TM-13 is only 10 ft away from well 
MRS6, the well used to determine the vertical layers for the model.   
Temperatures from thermocouple TM-9, located off-center but still within the 
steam pattern, were also compared.  The observed and simulated temperatures (Figures 
1.12a – 1.12c) match nearly as well as those of TM-13.  TM-9 is about 50 ft from well 
MRS6.  Again, the low temperature zone predicted by the model at a depth of 135 ft 
would have increased in temperature if the model had accounted for the times when 
steam was not injected. 
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Figure 1.11 (a-c)   Temperature distribution (actual and modeled) at thermocouple TM-13 
after 14, 21, and 45 million pounds of steam injected. 
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Temperature at TM 9 after 14 million pounds of steam injected
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Temperature at TM 9 after 21 million pounds of steam injected
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Temperature at TM 9 after 28 million pounds of steam injected
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Figure 1.12 (a-c) Temperature distribution (actual and modeled) at thermocouple 
TM-9 after 14, 21, and 28 million pounds of steam injected. 
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Temperatures from thermocouple TM-1 (Figures 1.13a – 1.13c), located outside 
the steam pattern and over 130 ft from MRS6, do not match as well in detail.  This can be 
attributed to lateral variations in permeability due to facies changes within the layers, to 
it’s greater distance from the injection wells, and to steam injection rates that varied 
somewhat from those that were modeled.  The major discrepancy between the model and 
actual temperatures at a depth of about 145 ft can be attributed to a much greater steam 
injection rate in the deep wells than was modeled.  In the model, steam was injected into 
the deep wells at a rate of 9,000 pounds per hour for the first 14 days and then reduced to 
2,400 pounds per hour for the remainder of the simulation.  The actual rate for the deep 
wells ranged from 12,000 to 8,000 pounds per hour for at least the first half of the test.  
Despite these differences, the model correctly predicts the overall timing of the steam 
front arrival at TM-1. 
 
3.7 Solvent Storage Tank Model Discussion 
Comparisons of simulated temperature distributions from the SST area modeling 
with actual measured temperatures at thermocouples installed for the flood confirm that 
the heating patterns of a steam flood can be successfully modeled.  The inclusion of 
operational factors such as steam injection at some wells prior to others and variable 
injection rates are easily included.  This gives confidence to using the numerical 
simulator T2VOC as a design testing tool for future steam flood projects. 
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Temperature at TM 1 after 14 million pounds of steam injected
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Temperature at TM 1 after 28 million pounds of steam injected
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Figure 1.13 (a-c)   Temperature distribution (actual and modeled) at thermocouple TM-1 
after 14, 28, and 45 million pounds of steam injected. 
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 CONTROLLING STEAM FLOOD MIGRATION 
USING AIR INJECTION WELLS 
 
 
This chapter is the 2004 paper “Controlling Steam Flood Migration Using Air 
Injection Wells” by R. Hodges, R. Falta, and L. Stewart that was published in 
Environmental Geosciences, vol. 11, no. 4, pp. 221-238.  It includes idealized simulations 
that show the mechanism by which injected air can be used to control steam movement 
and simulations that reproduce the results from a laboratory experiment that proved the 
concept.  The concept is then used to design a field-scale steam flood.  Simulations are 
used to predict heating patterns of steam migration for designs with and without injected 
air. 
 
Abstract 
 
Plumes of contamination emanate from NAPL sources as its constituents slowly 
dissolve into passing groundwater.  For a large, well-characterized source, an aggressive 
technology such as steam flooding can accelerate cleanup.  Steam is injected through a 
series of wells within and around a source area and the steam zone grows radially around 
each injection well.   The steam front drives the contamination to a system of 
groundwater pumping wells in the saturated zone and soil vapor extraction wells in the 
vadose zone.  The movement of steam in the subsurface is governed primarily by soil 
heterogeneity and gravity.  Steam is buoyant in groundwater and tends to migrate upward 
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unless injected below a continuous confining layer.  Groundwater pumping rates and 
vacuums typical of steam flooding are generally low compared to the steam injection rate 
and pressure, and have limited influence over the lateral growth of the steam zone.  To 
overcome these limitations, a system of air injection wells can be used to direct the steam 
zone growth and was demonstrated in a field test at Hill Air Force Base, Utah in 1997 
(Stewart et al., 1998).  This paper presents results of sand box experiments using air 
injection to prevent the outward growth of a steam zone between extraction wells with a 
discontinuous confining layer limiting the upward migration of steam.  These 
experiments were numerically modeled with the multi-phase non-isothermal code 
T2VOC.  When confined vertically, the experiments and modeling show that outward 
migration of the steam front can be effectively controlled by placing air  injection wells 
opposite steam injection wells.  This technique can direct steam zone growth toward 
difficult access sources and away from areas where steam is not desired.  Control of a 
proposed full-scale steam flood of the M-Area settling basin at the Savannah River Site 
was modeled using this method and the results are presented in this paper. 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Non-aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPL) 
The contamination of groundwater by the release of chemicals to the subsurface is 
common in industrialized areas.  The chemicals are often a non-aqueous phase liquid 
(NAPL) with a relatively low solubility that acts as a persistent source as its constituents 
slowly dissolve into groundwater.  Cleaning solvents are commonly used as de-greasers 
in machining operations and are typically denser than water (DNAPL).  When released to 
the subsurface NAPL migrates through preferential paths in the vadose zone leaving a 
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trail of residual NAPL trapped by capillary forces and spreads laterally over relatively 
low permeability soil units.  Separate phase NAPL will reach the water table if the 
volume released is sufficiently large.  DNAPL will continue to migrate downward below 
the water table until stopped by low permeability layers.   
The knowledge gained from research over the last several decades has identified 
risks associated with low levels of certain contaminants in groundwater.  Conventional 
remediation methods use pump and treat in combination with soil vapor extraction.  
However, because of their low solubility and moderate vapor pressure, many chemicals 
remain in the subsurface as significant long-term sources despite the best efforts of 
conventional remediation methods.  An alternative is to use a more aggressive method, 
such as steam flooding, to quickly remove the majority of contamination from a source 
zone, shortening remediation time, and lowering overall costs. 
 
1.2 Steam Flooding 
Sites with an identified source in the vadose zone or in the saturated zone within a 
stratified soil environment are good candidates for steam flooding.  When the 
contaminant is a DNAPL, potential adverse migration is of concern if no low 
permeability units exist below the target zone to inhibit downward movement.  However, 
special flood designs can lower the risk of adverse migration (Farber, 1997; Emmert, 
1997; Helmig et al., 1998).  As steam is injected in the subsurface, a steam zone spreads 
outward from the injection point until it reaches a distance where it is cooled by the 
surrounding formation and a condensation/steam front forms.  The steam zone is small at 
first, but with continued injection, it grows, heating more of the formation, pushing the 
steam front farther from the injection point (Figure 2.1).  The advancement of the steam 
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front is an inherently stable process.  Fingering can occur due to heterogeneities but large 
conduction losses tend to collapse the fingering back to liquid water.  Only large-scale 
heterogeneities, such as high permeability channel sands, are expected to significantly 
influence steam zone growth (Udell, 1994; Lake, 1989).   
The primary means by which steam improves the removal of NAPL from a source 
zone is through an increased rate of evaporation due to an increase in vapor pressure with 
increasing temperature.  The rate of evaporation can increase by more than a factor of 50 
(Hunt et al. 1988; Basel 1991) over the temperature range of interest, 10º - 100º C.  Other 
contributing factors are the high steam velocity (Falta et al., 1992b), the development of a 
high saturation NAPL bank at the steam front, higher displacing pressures due to the 
velocity of the steam front, and a reduction in NAPL viscosity and surface tension at 
elevated temperatures.  During a steam flood, hundreds of pore volumes of steam are 
injected (due to the large volume reduction as steam condenses back to water) creating a 
stripping effect that makes it unlikely that much dissolved chemical will remain behind 
the steam front (Udell, 1994).   
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Figure 2.1 Steam flood schematic showing injection zones in the more permeable 
units, two in the vadose zone and one in the saturated zone.   
 
 
 
Several field scale steam flood tests have been performed with promising results: 
the 1989 San Jose California experiment (Udell and Stewart, 1989), the 1993 Lawrence 
Livermore National Lab., California test (Newmark, 1994), the 1996 OU-1 Hill Air Force 
Base, Utah test (Gildea et al., 1997), the 1998 OU-2 Hill Air Force Base, Utah test 
(Stewart et al., 1998), the 1997 – 2000 Southern California Edison Visalia Project 
(Newmark et al., 2000), the 1999 Alameda Naval Air Station test (Udell, K.), the 1999 
Portsmouth DOE Facility, Ohio test (Heron, G., 2000), the 2000 Prague, Czech Republic 
test (Udell, K. and P. Dusilek, 2000), the 1999 Mülacher, Germany test (Koschitzky, 
2000), and the Solvent Storage Tank site at Savannah River Site (IWR and IT, 2000).   
injection 
extraction 
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The steam flood field demonstration at Hill Air Force Base, Utah by Stewart et al. 
(1998) was the first to apply steam injection for DNAPL below the water table.  Control 
of the DNAPL migration was a primary concern for the demonstration and was achieved 
using the innovative technique of cold air injection on the periphery of the target steam 
zone (L. Stewart, personal comm., 2001).  The accumulation of chlorinated solvents 
(DNAPL) in a subsurface channel on a clay layer was reduced by 96 percent in the 
treated zone (EPA, 1998) and adverse DNAPL migration was prevented by the system of 
air injection wells. 
 
1.3 Steam Flood Modeling 
This study uses the T2VOC multiphase flow simulator developed at Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory (Falta et al. 1995; Falta et al. 1992a).  It simulates the flow of three 
phases (air, water, and NAPL) in three-dimensional, anisotropic, heterogeneous porous 
media while allowing for phase appearance/disappearance and equilibrium mass transfer 
between phases.  It has been validated with data from steam floods and is a useful tool for 
steam flood design (Looney and Falta, 2000). The code is based on the TOUGH 
(transport of unsaturated groundwater and heat) and TOUGH 2 simulators.  T2VOC was 
developed when Falta (1995) added a third fluid component to TOUGH and developed a 
flexible fluid property package for representing volatile and slightly water-soluble 
organic compounds (Pruess, et al., 1996).   
There are several simplifying assumptions made in the T2VOC formulation.  Air 
is treated as a single pseudo-component with average properties, the usually small 
solubility of water in the NAPL phase has been neglected, no allowance is made for 
molecular diffusion in the aqueous and NAPL phase, or for hydrodynamic dispersion.  
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Vapor pressure lowering effects due to capillary forces are not presently included in the 
simulator.  The Henry’s constants for air dissolution in aqueous and NAPL phases are 
small and for simplicity have been assumed to be constant.  It is assumed that the three 
phases are in local chemical equilibrium, and that no chemical reactions are taking place 
other than (a) interphase mass transfer, (b) adsorption of the chemical compound to the 
solid phase, and (c) decay of VOC by biodegradation (Falta, et al., 1995). 
Each phase flows in response to pressure and gravitational forces according to the 
multiphase extension of Darcy’s law, including the effects of relative permeability and 
capillary pressure.  In addition, VOC may be adsorbed by the porous medium.  Transport 
of the three mass components also occurs by multi-component diffusion in the gas phase.  
Mechanisms of interphase mass transfer for the organic chemical component include 
evaporation and boiling the NAPL, dissolution of the NAPL into the aqueous phase, 
condensation of the organic chemical from the gas phase into the NAPL, and equilibrium 
phase partitioning of the organic chemical between the gas, aqueous and solid phase.  
Interphase mass transfer of the water component includes the effects of evaporation and 
boiling of the aqueous phase, and condensation of the water vapor from the gas phase.  
The interphase mass transfer of the air component consists of equilibrium phase 
partitioning of the air between the gas, aqueous, and NAPL phases (Falta, et al., 1995).  
Heat transfer occurs due to conduction, multiphase convection, and gaseous diffusion.  
The heat transfer effects of phase transitions between NAPL, aqueous and gas phase are 
fully accounted for by considering the transport of both latent and sensible heat.  The 
overall porous media thermal conductivity is calculated as a function of water and NAPL 
saturation, and depends on the chemical characteristics of the NAPL (Falta, et al., 1995).   
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1.4 Goal of the Current Study 
The goal of this study was to match heating patterns observed in the laboratory 
and to predict field-scale steam heating with numerical modeling.  These floods are 
unique in using the injection of air to control steam front propagation.  A laboratory 
experiment performed by Stewart (2001, personal comm.) in April, 1995 and a design 
configuration for the M-Area Settling Basin at SRS were modeled.   
 
2. Simulations to Evaluate the Effectiveness Air Control on Steam Propagation 
2.1 Steam Propagation 
Steam injected in the subsurface follows paths of least resistance.  During a steam 
flood, steam injection wells are typically arranged in a pattern that surrounds a target so 
that the steam front of each injector coalesces and sweeps the targeted area, driving 
contaminants towards a system of recovery wells.  The part of the steam front that 
spreads away from the target is problematic if contamination is present outside the steam 
well pattern and is energy inefficient.  In this case, the mechanics of steam that mobilize 
contaminants toward the extraction wells may cause contamination to be mobilized and 
concentrated away from the recovery system.  The outward spread of the steam front can 
also be a problem if sensitive areas are near by (e.g. buildings).   
Steam injection is simulated as a water source term in T2VOC.  This is effected 
by injecting water with an energy content of 100° C of liquid water (about 420 kJ/kg) 
plus the energy associated with the heat of vaporization (about 2,260 kJ/kg).  This 
simulates that all of the injected “water” is introduced as steam with an effective steam 
quality of 1.  As the steam heats the surrounding media, it condenses to form the steam 
front as it spreads spherically.  Behind the front all water (and most NAPLs) is 
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evaporated (temperatures at and above 100 °C).  Temperatures decrease outward away 
from the front, making temperature an indicator of the zone of influence for steam 
penetration. 
A common misconception is that the extraction well system hydraulically controls 
the spread of the steam front.  A comparison of typical steam injection pressures with 
those of the most efficient extraction system show that this not possible.  Injection well 
pressures (usually several atmospheres) are MUCH greater than extraction well pressures 
(about 0.1 atmospheres).   
 
2.2 Simulations of Air Injection for Control of Steam Propagation 
A method to control the steam front was proposed and tested by Dr. Lloyd 
Stewart of Praxis Environmental Technologies, Inc.  Experiments revealed that by 
injecting a roughly equivalent volumetric amount of air opposite a steam injection well 
that a no-flow boundary is created between the air injector and steam injector, preventing 
the outward movement of the steam front.  This allows the steam front to be directed at 
the target zone, preventing heat from spreading outside the steam injection pattern.  
Numerical simulations were run for a simple hypothetical case with steam 
injection wells and air injection wells placed 40 ft apart.  The horizontal mesh is 25 by 25 
active elements bounded by constant potential elements on the sides.  The elements are 
all 20 ft by 20 ft giving a total area of 500 ft by 500 ft.  The vertical mesh has a total of 
26 layers, each 1 ft thick.  The top layer consists of inactive boundary elements that 
simulate atmospheric conditions.  The next five layers (355 – 350 ft msl) are very low 
permeability material equivalent to the settling basin cap.  From 350 – 340 ft msl there 
are 10 layers of clay, and from 340 – 330 ft msl there 10 layers of sand.  All units are in 
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the vadose zone with initial water saturations based on a water table at 235 ft msl.  Steam 
(800 lbs/hr) and air (1700 lbs/hr) are injected over the sand at equivalent volumetric rates 
of 380 cfm for a period of one year.  Figure 2.2 is a top view of the temperature 
distribution after 1 year of a simulation with one steam and one air injection well.  The 
black contour lines are from a simulation with no air injection and the colored pattern 
shows the temperature distribution with air injection control.  Figure 2.3 shows the effect 
of a line of steam wells (80 ft well spacing) separated from a line of air injection wells 
with the steam and air wells directly opposite each other.  The no-flow boundary created 
between the air and steam wells controls the spread of the steam front.   
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Figure 2.2 Temperature distributions (C) from steam injection with (filled) and 
without (lines only) an air injection control well.  SRS coordinates in feet. 
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Figure 2.3 Temperature (C) distribution resulting from 2 steam injection wells with 3 
air control wells, 2 directly across from the steam wells.  SRS coordinates 
in feet. 
 
 
 
 
3. Modeling of Lab-Scale Steam Flood Experiments 
3.1 Laboratory Test Setup 
A sand tank laboratory experiment was built and operated in 1995 to emulate the 
field conditions at Hill Air Force Base OU-2 for a planned steam flood demonstration.  
The source contamination at the site was in saturated sand confined below by a dipping 
low permeability silt and partially confined above by a discontinuous low permeability 
silt.  Due to the buoyancy of steam, experiments were conducted to determine the 
efficacy of steam reaching contaminants in the lower part of the sand.  In the experiment 
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selected to be modeled, the tank was equipped with 1 steam injection well, 1 air injection 
well, 2 extraction wells, and 6 temperature monitoring wells (Figure 2.4).  Each 
temperature monitoring well had 5 thermocouples at different depths to record 
temperature histories.  Steam was injected at an average rate of 81.3 ml/min for 138 
minutes with temperature and extraction well data collected for 151 minutes.  The 
experiments confirmed that injected air could be used to limit steam migration to the 
areas where the upper confining unit was not present and contain the steam zone to the 
target soil volume by preventing steam zone growth between the extraction wells.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of sand tank experiment design. 
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3.2 Numerical Modeling of Sand Tank Experiment 
The sand tank configuration and experiment operation were reproduced with the 
numerical simulator T2VOC.  Data from the experiment were used for comparison with 
simulated data to evaluate the model results. 
 
3.2.1 Model Domain, Boundary Conditions, Initial Conditions, and Model 
 parameters 
 
The mesh was designed to conform to the shape of the tank and with the sand/silt 
distribution (Figure 2.5).  An atmospheric boundary condition was set at the top of the 
tank and no-flow boundaries were set at the tank walls.  Prior to steam injection, the tank 
was filled and then drained to give an initial water saturation distribution (Sw).  The 
initial Sw was simulated using an analytical gravity/capillary equilibrium and the 
estimated capillary pressure functions used for the model.  Capillary pressure 
measurements were not available on the tank materials.  Function parameters were 
initially set to typical values for sand and silt, and then adjusted as a model fitting 
parameter.   
The permeability was estimated based on the fraction that passed through a 30 
mesh sieve (0.59 mm).  Boyd (1991) gives an empirical value of 3.3 E-10 m2 for glass 
beads of this size.  Since the sand grains are not perfectly spherical or sorted, a value of 
2.0 E-10 m2 (~200 darcys) was estimated.  Simulation parameters for the sand tank 
experiment are given in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 2.5 MESH with sand/silt distribution.  (red-sand, blue-silt). 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1 Sand tank simulation parameters. 
 
Media  
permeability [m2] 2.0E-10 
relative permeability Stone, 1970 
porosity [none] 0.39 
soil heat capacity [J/kg C] 1000 
soil grain density [kg/m3] 2650 
dry media thermal conductivity [W/m C] 2.86 
water saturated media thermal conductivity [W/m C] 3.1 
initial temperature [C] 19 
Injection Wells  
steam injection rate [kg/s] 1.36E-03 
specific enthalpy of injected steam [J/kg] 2.67E+06 
air injection rate [kg/s] 4.80E-04 
specific enthalpy of injected air [J/kg] 9.84E+05 
air/steam volume ratio 0.71 
Extraction Wells  
outlet pressure (DELV) [Pa] 100,000 
0
10
20
z
0
y
0102030
x
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3.2.2 Results of Sand Tank Simulations 
Simulations successfully reproduced the tank experiment steam front propagation 
(as indicated by the temperature distribution) based on comparisons of thermocouple 
temperature profiles with simulated temperature profiles.  The temperature distributions 
at 2 thermocouples (TH1 – nearest the steam injection well, and TH3 – nearest the 
missing section of the upper silt layer) compare simulated and measured temperatures.  
Four panels (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7) show temperatures at successively later times (in 
seconds).  
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Figure 2.6 Simulated and measured temperatures at thermocouple, TH1. 
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Figure 2.7 Simulated and measured temperatures at thermocouple, TH3. 
 
 
 
 
4. Field-Scale Modeling of Air Controlled Steam Floods for Planning Purposes 
A field-scale steam flood of the SRS M-Area settling basin is currently being 
considered (Jackson, et.al., 1996 and Jackson and Looney, 2001).  Chlorinated solvents 
(primarily PCE and TCE) were piped through a process sewer line and released to the 
subsurface at the unlined settling basin, providing a long-term source for ground-water 
contamination.  This study compares simulations of two possible steam floods designed 
to remove the contaminant source, one with and one without pneumatic control of the 
steam front.  Both designs simulate a one-year steam flood.  Steam injection wells are 
placed on all sides of the basin with angled extraction wells (to avoid penetrating the 
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RCRA cap that covers the basin) positioned in the northern part of the basin near the 
sewer line outlet.   
 
4.1 M-Area Hydrogeology 
The geology at SRS is dominated by inter-bedded sands and clays of the Coastal 
Plain Province ranging in age from Late Cretaceous to Miocene.  The Coastal Plain is a 
wedge of sediments that is derived from and unconformably overlies Paleozoic meta-
sediment and meta-igneous rocks of the Piedmont Province.  Regionally, the sediments 
dip to the south-southeast at about 20 feet per mile and thicken from 0 feet at the surface 
contact with the Piedmont to 700 – 750 feet in the northern part of SRS at M-Area.  Over 
an area the size of the settling basin models, the sediments are essentially flat-lying with 
less than a 6 ft elevation change expected due to regional dip.  This is less than any local 
undulations, allowing the simplification of horizontal model layers.  Vertical lithologic 
variability is high at M-Area.  The layers that make up the sedimentary section were 
deposited over a period of about 40 million years in depositional environments ranging 
from deltaic to near-shore to shallow-marine (Fallaw and Price, 1995).   
The hydrostratigraphy of M-Area includes three aquifers of the Floridian-Midville 
aquifer system and a fairly thick vadose zone of 115 ft that extends from the ground 
surface (about 350 ft msl at the M-Area settling basin) to the water table (about 235 ft 
msl).  Eddy and others (1991) defined four intervals by the approximate elevation of their 
upper extension (the ‘’200-foot clay’’, ‘’270-foot clay’’, ’’300-foot clay’’, and the ‘’325-
foot clay’’) which they referred to as semi-confining or confining zones.  The surficial 
aquifer, the M-Area Aquifer Zone, extends from the water table to the Green Clay 
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Confining Zone, about 210 ft msl at the settling basin and is lithologically similar to the 
vadose zone.   
The Green Clay confining zone (GCCZ) is the first laterally extensive confining 
unit that is expected to stop the downward migration of DNAPL.  However, at M-Area, 
the beds that constitute the GCCZ were deposited in a relatively near-shore environment 
and consist primarily of fine to coarse-grained, poor to well-sorted clayey sands with 
inter-bedded layers of clay and silty clay (Fallaw and Price, 1992).  The GCCZ is near the 
up-dip limit at which it can still be considered an effective laterally extensive confining 
unit and is typically less than 20 ft thick at M-Area including inter-bedded sands.   
 
4.2 Model Domain and Boundary Conditions 
The surface grid covers an area of 1420 ft by 1420 ft and has 576 elements per 
layer with the finest grid spacing of 40 ft by 40 ft near the injection and recovery wells 
increasing to 100 by 100 ft at the model boundaries.  The model domain extends 
vertically from the surface (356 ft msl) to the top of the Crouch Branch confining unit 
(141 ft msl) and is subdivided into hydrostratigraphic units based on clay/mud content.  
Three wells (MSB-4c and MSB-2b located on the SRS west and east sides of the settling 
basin, and MHT-1c located in the northern part of the model domain) with geophysical 
logs, core descriptions, and a quantitative estimate of mud percent are used to correlate 
high and low permeability units and vertically discretize the model (Figure 2.8).  The 
section is divided vertically into 5 main correlation units and 20 hydrostratigraphic units, 
each with separate parameters for the numerical model.  Some hydrostratigraphic units 
are divided into 2 to 5 equal size model layers to get better vertical resolution in areas of 
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interest and to not have abnormally thick layers.  The boundary elements simulate 
constant potential boundaries.   
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Figure 2.8 Wells used for vertical discretization of the settling basin model with 
major correlation units shown. The dotted black line is a running average 
of mud fraction, the black line is gamma ray, and the dashed gray line is 
long normal resistivity.   
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4.3 Permeability Distribution and Initial Conditions 
The permeability of each hydrostratigraphic unit was initially based on foot-by-
foot mud fraction permeability estimates (Figure 2.9).  The horizontal permeability was 
based on the average and the vertical conductivity was based on the harmonic mean 
(Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989).  The initial permeability values were adjusted to match 
data from an active soil vapor extraction unit operating at the M-Area settling basin.  The 
model anisotropy is 4 based on the conductivity ratios.  Simulation results of steam front 
propagation are a strong function of kh and kv, both of which have a great deal of 
uncertainty for the model domain.  Pump tests should be performed in the vadose zone 
and saturated zone to get a better estimate of permeability distribution and its variability.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Plot of the function used to estimate permeability from mud fraction 
(modified from Flach and Harris, 1996). 
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A simulated annealing method (Finsterle, 1996) was used to create a spatially 
correlated “random” permeability modifier for each cell in the model domain.  The 
permeability modifier was constrained with conditioning points (designated values for 
certain cells) to honor existing data from wells within the mesh and to create pre-
determined high permeability channels.  The postulated high permeability channels 
provide an easy path that might divert the steam front.   
The distribution was created for the entire grid based on a spherical variogram 
model, with a mean log10 value of –12.0 (log of 1 darcy in units of m2), and a log 
standard deviation of 0.5.  The modifier was limited to a permeability increase of 5 times 
and a decrease 0.05 times relative to the mean.  Correlation lengths used to determine the 
size of permeable bodies was of 200 ft along SRS east/west (regional depositional strike) 
and a 150 ft along SRS north/south (regional depositional dip).  The correlation length 
used in the vertical direction was 15 ft.  A total of 45 conditioning points were used at 
steam injection levels to create hypothetical high permeability paths.  Correlation lengths 
were based on observations from sections created from geophysical logs in the area.   
Capillary pressure is a rough function of permeability (k) and is varied for each 
element based on a Leverett scaling factor of k/1  (Leverett, 1941).  The primary 
emphasis was to create a permeability distribution to allow possible preferential flow 
paths that could influence steam front propagation, not to create a distribution that 
matched a set of statistics for the given area.  A more rigorous approach would generate 
permeability modifier distributions based on statistics for each hydrostratigraphic unit 
and include conditioning points from well data within the model domain.  It should be 
kept in mind that the smallest element is 40 ft by 40 ft horizontally, thus excluding small-
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scale permeability variations that can significantly affect local mass transfer rates.  Figure 
2.10 shows the generated permeability distribution at an elevation of 260 ft msl. 
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Figure 2.10 Slice at 260 ft msl of the heterogeneous permeability distribution. 
 
 
 
 
The initial water saturation (Sw) for the model is determined by an analytical 
gravity capillary equilibrium solution and is dependent on the permeability distribution 
due to the Leverett scaling of capillary pressure.  The initial Sw for the model is given in 
Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11 Initial water saturation distribution. 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Well Placement and Simulated Operation 
The well configuration of the settling basin steam flood is shown superposed on a 
top view of the model mesh in Figure 2.12.  Steam injection wells were placed at 16 sites 
in a configuration that targets the entire settling basin.  None of the injection wells 
penetrate the basin cap.  Steam is injected for one year at 5 levels at each site, three zones 
in the vadose zone and two in the saturated zone.  The injection rate varies for vadose 
zone injectors depending on well location with respect to the settling basin and injection 
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level (Table 2).  Injection rates were varied by location to coordinate the arrival of the 
steam front at the extraction wells.  The injection rate for the two saturated zone levels 
was 120 lbs/hr (0.015 kg/s), for a total of 4000 lbs/hr in the saturated zone.  The enthalpy 
of the steam was 2.7E6 J/kg (1164 BTU/lb).  The total of 29,280 lbs/hr for the entire 
steam flood is equivalent to 9.6 MW of power. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Simulated well locations.  Open circles are steam injection sites 
surrounding the settling basin (basin outline is shown in black), squares 
indicate the surface location of the extraction wells (SRS northern edge of 
the basin), and black spots show the bottom hole location of the extraction 
wells. 
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The six extraction wells (SVE and pumping) are located off-center of the steam 
injection pattern in the northern part of the basin (Figure 2.12), targeting an area near the 
outlet of the process sewer line.  Five of the six wells are angled to access the target zone 
without having to penetrate the basin cap.  The outer two wells are at an angle of 25º, the 
next two in are at an angle of 36º, and the center well is angled at 45º to reach near the 
basin center.  The surface locations are indicated by small green dots and the bottom hole 
locations are indicated by larger green dots.  The sixth well is a vertical well located at 
the surface location of the centered angled well, near the MSB 3 well cluster.  The 
extraction wells are fully screened from a depth of about 50 ft to 165 ft (depth of the 
deepest steam injection level).  A simulated pump in the bottom of each well extracts 
water and contaminants at 15 gpm from the saturated zone and a suction of 13.3 kPa (4 
inches of Hg) is placed the remainder of the well to extract contaminants from the vadose 
zone.   
 
4.5 Steam Flood Simulation Results (No air control) 
The simulated results of the steam flood model are shown in a series of three-
dimensional temperature distribution plots at successive times (30 days, 100 days, and 1 
year) in Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14, and Figure 2.15.  Temperatures below 40º C are 
blanked on the 3-D diagrams.  Note the outwardly expanding steam front represented by 
the high temperatures.   
The temperature distribution after 30 days shows the pattern of the injection 
wells.  After 200 simulated days a temperature of 90º C and above has reached across the 
entire settling basin in the vadose zone.  After 1 year, the northern part of the basin 
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(target zone) has still not reached the desired temperature of 100º C, though the front 
from the southern wells has reached the southern part of the target.   
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Figure 2.13 Temperature distribution (no air control), 30 days. 
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Figure 2.14 Temperature distribution (no air control), 100 days. 
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Figure 2.15 Temperature distribution (no air control), 1 year. 
 
 
 
 
4.6 Air Controlled Steam Flood Simulation Results 
Simulations were run with air injection wells placed opposite the target zone from 
the steam injection wells to limit the outward spread of the steam front.  Air was injected 
at the same depth and at the same volumetric rate as the steam, creating a no-flow 
boundary between the air injection wells and the steam injection wells.  This restricts the 
movement of the steam front, pushing it in the direction of the target and extraction wells 
and it limits the potential spread of contaminants that might be external to the steam 
injection pattern.  The injected air can still affect contamination external to the pattern, 
but the enhanced mobilization caused by the steam front is eliminated.   
The air control simulations for the M-Area basin include 18 air injection sites 
with wells at the same depth as the steam injectors (Figure 2.16).  The two additional 
sites provide added control of the high rate steam injectors south of the basin.  Steam 
injection wells south of the basin inject at a rate of 800 lbs/hr (0.10 kg/s) per well into the 
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vadose zone, volumetrically equivalent to 0.22 kg/s of air (380 cfm) considering that air 
at 20ºC is 2.2 times the density of steam at 120ºC.  This corresponds to a field total air 
injection rate of almost 6500 cfm.  This total rate and the required distribution system 
(large from an historical perspective) are feasible. 
The simulated results of the model are shown in a series of three-dimensional 
temperature distribution plots at successive times (30 days, 100 days, and 1 year) in 
Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, and Figure 2.19.  Temperatures below 40º C are blanked on the 
3-D diagrams.  Note that the outwardly expanding steam front represented by the high 
temperatures is confined to the area beneath the settling basin.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Simulated well locations.  Gray-filled circles indicate air injection sites 
opposite steam injection sites (open circles).  Squares show the surface 
location of the extraction wells (SRS northern edge of the basin), and 
black spots show the bottom hole location of the extraction wells. 
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Figure 2.17 Temperature distribution (with air control), 30 days. 
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Figure 2.18 Temperature distribution (with air control), 100 days. 
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Figure 2.19 Temperature distribution (with air control), 1 year. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Summary and Discussion 
Steam floods from laboratory-scale to field-scale are modeled.  The sand tank 
experiment shows the efficacy of using injected air to control steam front propagation.  
The methodology of the experiment was successfully enacted on a demonstration project 
at Hill Air Force Base, Utah (Stewart et al., 1998) to remediate an accumulation of 
DNAPL in a subsurface channel on a clay layer.  The numerical model of the sand tank 
includes all of the details of the experiment, from permeability distribution to the 
operation specifics of steam and air injection.  This allows the model to reproduce steam 
front propagation (temperature distribution) and its control throughout the course of the 
experiment.   
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The success of the sand tank experiment and subsequent field demonstration 
prompted a design using air control wells for the steam flood being considered at the M-
Area, SRS.  The ability of the numerical model to reproduce the experiment makes it an 
appropriate tool for steam flood design.  The model of the M-Area steam flood includes a 
heterogeneous permeability distribution based on well data from the site to make it as 
realistic as possible.  Additional vadose zone pump tests and capillary pressure 
measurements would improve the models predictive capability, though current data is 
sufficient for initial planning purposes.  The simulation results show that air injection 
wells control the steam front movement, restricting temperatures above 40 C to the 
settling basin proper.  This would limit the spread and concentration of any possible 
contamination outside the settling basin within the influence of the steam injection wells.   
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 VERTICAL CONFINEMENT OF INJECTED STEAM 
USING AIR INJECTION WELLS 
 
 
This chapter builds on the previous studies, extending the proposed use of 
injected air to the vertical confinement of steam migration.  Two- and three dimensional 
numerical simulations are presented to show the efficacy of using injected air to confine 
the buoyant rise of steam from floods designed to target shallow sources.   
 
Abstract 
 
The buoyant rise of steam and its associated high temperatures has limited steam 
flood remediation to relatively deep stratified sites.  It has been shown that the outward 
lateral spread of a steam front can be limited by injecting air opposite the steam injector 
and the zone targeted by the flood.  The expanding air and steam meet, creating a “no 
flow” boundary that stops the spread of the steam front away from the intended target 
while allowing steam to continue towards the target zone.  This study shows through 
modeling that the vertical rise of steam can be effectively controlled in the same manner 
by injecting air above the steam injector and examines factors that affect steam migration.  
Factors that affect air control of steam rise were examined with analytical and 2D multi-
phase flow modeling.   
The effects that different porous media parameters, boundary conditions, and 
operational factors have on the temperature distribution of an air controlled steam flood 
were simulated with the multi-phase flow model, T2VOC.  Modeling confirms that 
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vertical rise and lateral spread are enhanced by anisotropy (horizontal greater than 
vertical permeability) as well as by the presence of a low permeability layer.  Simulations 
show that injecting air creates a flow barrier to steam rise, keeps more energy in the 
subsurface, and can improve the spread of high temperatures within the steam zone.  
However, poorly planned designs can disperse the energy directed at a target area, 
decreasing the volume of the hottest part of the steam zone.   
The feasibility of conducting a small-scale, shallow, steam flood within a realistic 
time frame (5 weeks) was simulated using 3D multi-phase flow modeling.  Air/steam 
injection ratios of 0.5 and higher provided sufficient vertical control of steam rise and 
improved the spread of high temperatures in the steam zone for shallow cases.  For 
moderate depth cases where steam rise was a minor concern, an air/steam injection ratio 
of 0.5 provided a more uniform heat distribution within the target zone without energy 
dispersion effects and limited steam rise.  
 
1. Introduction 
This study examines the effects of injected air on the heating patterns of shallow 
steam floods using numerical modeling.  The influences of porous media parameters, 
boundary conditions, and operational factors are examined with 2D simulations.  The 
effects of a low permeability cap are considered for cases with and without injected air.  
Insights gained from the 2D simulations are then used to design 3D simulations of a 
small-scale, shallow, steam flood. 
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1.1 Steam Flooding 
Steam flooding is an aggressive remediation technology that can be used to 
remove a large percentage of contaminant mass from a high concentration source zone in 
a short period of time.  It is typically used on sites with a persistent source of volatile 
organic contaminants (VOCs) or non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs), such as fuels, 
which are typically lighter than water (LNAPLs), or chlorinated cleaning solvents, which 
are typically denser than water (DNAPLs).  The benefits of an accelerated remediation 
effort include accelerated land usability/value in the vicinity of the source zone, 
decreased down-gradient concentrations, and a reduction of long-term management costs. 
Sites in the vadose zone or saturated zone with a well-defined, localized source in 
a stratified lithologic environment are the most conducive to steam flooding.  Steam is 
injected into wells positioned in a pattern designed to surround a source and drive 
contaminants to a centralized collection system in a coordinated effort.  Steam is injected 
into the more permeable zones to maximize flow and velocity for a given pressure and to 
allow the steam front to expand rapidly.  The interbedded less permeable layers limit the 
tendency of the steam to rise vertically and enhance the desired horizontal spread.  
Buoyancy effects of steam are most pronounced under saturated conditions.   
A zone of steam spreads outward from each injection point until it reaches a 
distance where it is cooled by the surrounding formation, forming a condensation/steam 
front.  The steam zone is small at first, but with continued injection, it spreads, heating 
more of the formation, pushing the steam front farther from the injection point.  The 
advancement of the steam front is inherently stable as fingering into high permeability 
areas collapses to liquid water due to large heat conduction losses.  Only large-scale 
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heterogeneities, such as high permeability channel sands, could be expected to 
significantly influence steam zone growth (Udell, 1994; Lake, 1989).   
The potential exists for undesirable migration of steam and contaminants.  The 
outward spread of the steam front could encroach on areas that would be adversely 
affected by heating, such as below ground building structures.  Care must be taken to 
design an injection pattern that completely surrounds the source since the outward spread 
of the steam front can mobilize contaminants external to the pattern and concentrate them 
away from the collection system.  Collection wells located outside the pattern will have 
limited effectiveness in that they will be trying to capture contaminants from a spreading 
front that will pass them by rather than a front that is driven towards a central location.  
When the contaminant is a DNAPL, adverse vertical migration is of concern if no low 
permeability units exist below the target zone to inhibit downward movement.  However, 
special flood designs, can lower the risk of adverse migration (Farber, 1997; Emmert, 
1997; Helmig et al., 1998; Kaslusky and Udell, 2005).   
The primary means by which steam improves the removal of NAPL from a source 
zone is through an increased rate of evaporation due to an increase in vapor pressure with 
increasing temperature.  The rate of evaporation can increase by more than a factor of 50 
(Hunt et al. 1988; Basel 1991) over the temperature range of interest, 10º - 100º C.  Other 
contributing factors are the high steam velocity (Falta et al., 1992b), the development of a 
high saturation NAPL bank at the steam front, higher displacing pressures due to the 
velocity of the steam front, and a reduction in NAPL viscosity and surface tension at 
elevated temperatures.  During a steam flood, hundreds of pore volumes of steam are 
injected (due to the large volume reduction as steam condenses back to water) creating a 
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stripping effect that makes it unlikely that much dissolved chemical will remain behind 
the steam front (Udell, 1994).   
Several field scale steam flood tests have been performed with promising results: 
the 1989 San Jose California experiment (Udell and Stewart, 1989), the 1993 Lawrence 
Livermore National Lab., California test (Newmark, 1994), the 1996 OU-1 Hill Air Force 
Base, Utah test (Gildea et al., 1997), the 1998 OU-2 Hill Air Force Base, Utah test 
(Stewart et al., 1998), the 1997 – 2000 Southern California Edison Visalia Project 
(Newmark et al., 2000), the 1999 Alameda Naval Air Station test (Udell, K.), the 1999 
Portsmouth DOE Facility, Ohio test (Heron, G., 2000), the 2000 Prague, Czech Republic 
test (Udell, K. and P. Dusilek, 2000), the 1999 Mülacher, Germany test (Koschitzky, 
2000), and the Solvent Storage Tank site at Savannah River Site (IWR and IT, 2000).  
The steam flood field demonstration at Hill Air Force Base, Utah by Stewart et al. (1998) 
was one of the first to apply steam injection for DNAPL below the water table.  Control 
of the DNAPL migration was a primary concern for the demonstration and was achieved 
using the innovative technique of cold air injection on the periphery of the target steam 
zone (L. Stewart, personal comm., 2001).  The accumulation of chlorinated solvents 
(DNAPL) in a subsurface channel on a clay layer was reduced by 96 percent in the 
treated zone (EPA, 1998) and adverse DNAPL migration was prevented by the system of 
air injection wells. 
 
1.2 Steam Flood Modeling 
This study uses the T2VOC multiphase flow simulator developed at Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory (Falta et al. 1995; Falta et al. 1992a).  It simulates the flow of three 
phases (air, water, and NAPL) in three-dimensional, anisotropic, heterogeneous porous 
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media while allowing for phase appearance/disappearance and equilibrium mass transfer 
between phases.  It has been validated with data from steam floods and is a useful tool for 
steam flood design (Looney and Falta, 2000). The code is based on the TOUGH 
(transport of unsaturated groundwater and heat) and TOUGH 2 simulators.  T2VOC was 
developed when Falta (1995) added a third fluid component to TOUGH and developed a 
flexible fluid property package for representing volatile and slightly water-soluble 
organic compounds (Pruess, et al., 1996).   
There are several simplifying assumptions made in the T2VOC formulation.  Air 
is treated as a single pseudo-component with average properties, the usually small 
solubility of water in the NAPL phase has been neglected, no allowance is made for 
molecular diffusion in the aqueous and NAPL phase, or for hydrodynamic dispersion.  
Vapor pressure lowering effects due to capillary forces are not presently included in the 
simulator.  The Henry’s constants for air dissolution in aqueous and NAPL phases are 
small and for simplicity have been assumed to be constant.  It is assumed that the three 
phases are in local chemical equilibrium, and that no chemical reactions are taking place 
other than: (a) interphase mass transfer, (b) adsorption of the chemical compound to the 
solid phase, and (c) decay of VOC by biodegradation (Falta, et al., 1995). 
Each phase flows in response to pressure and gravitational forces according to the 
multiphase extension of Darcy’s law, including the effects of relative permeability and 
capillary pressure.  In addition, VOC may be adsorbed by the porous medium.  Transport 
of the three mass components also occurs by multi-component diffusion in the gas phase.  
Mechanisms of interphase mass transfer for the organic chemical component include 
evaporation and boiling the NAPL, dissolution of the NAPL into the aqueous phase, 
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condensation of the organic chemical from the gas phase into the NAPL, and equilibrium 
phase partitioning of the organic chemical between the gas, aqueous and solid phase.  
Interphase mass transfer of the water component includes the effects of evaporation and 
boiling of the aqueous phase, and condensation of the water vapor from the gas phase.  
The interphase mass transfer of the air component consists of equilibrium phase 
partitioning of the air between the gas, aqueous, and NAPL phases (Falta, et al., 1995).  
Heat transfer occurs due to conduction, multiphase convection, and gaseous diffusion.  
The heat transfer effects of phase transitions between NAPL, aqueous and gas phase are 
fully accounted for by considering the transport of both latent and sensible heat.  The 
overall porous media thermal conductivity is calculated as a function of water and NAPL 
saturation, and depends on the chemical characteristics of the NAPL (Falta, et al., 1995).   
 
1.3 Goals of the Current Study 
The buoyancy effect of steam limits the use of steam flooding for remediation of 
shallow, non-stratified sites.  It has been shown through tank experiments and modeling 
(Hodges, et al., 2004) that air injection wells placed opposite steam injection wells can 
control the outward spread of steam.  The goals of the current study are to show that it is 
feasible to control the vertical rise of steam by injecting air above the steam injection 
points (Figure 3.1) and to show the effect of factors that vary from site to site (e.g. 
permeability, boundaries, injection depths and rates, Figure 3.2).  The method will allow 
sites to be evaluated as to what effort is required to keep injected steam from reaching the 
surface.  This could make steam flooding a viable technology for sites previously 
considered poor candidates. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic cross-section showing the growing zones of injected air (dotted 
lines) and steam (solid lines) to prevent upward steam migration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic showing the primary factors that influence vertical control of 
steam migration.   
air                   steam 
DepthToAir (d-s)
DepthToSteam (d)  LengthOfScreen (losz)
BottomOfFlow
Separation (s)
DepthOfFlow (z)
Kv
Kr
top boundary – open to atmosphere or capped 
lower boundary – low permeability or water table 
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1.4 Model Parameters for 2D and 3D Simulations 
The model parameters for the base cases of both the 2D and 3D simulations are 
shown in Table 3.1.  Several of these parameters (permeability, porosity, and capillary 
pressure function) were varied in the 2D simulations to determine how porous media 
changes influence the control of steam migration with injected air (section 3.3).   
 
 
 
Table 3.1 Base case porous media properties used and thermal properties estimated 
from Lake (1989). 
 
Permeability sand, kh and kv 1.0 E-11 m2 (~10 darcys) 
Permeability clay, kh 1.0 E-14 m2 
Permeability clay, kv 1.0 E-15 m2 
Porosity (sand, clay) 0.30, 0.40 
Initial temperature, C 20 
Relative permeability parameters (sand, clay) Stone (1970) 
     residual water saturation (Swr) 0.1, 0.3 
     residual NAPL saturation (Snr) 0.05, 0.05 
     residual gas saturation (Sgr) 0.001, 0.001 
     shape parameter (n) 2.0, 2.0 
Capillary pressure parameters (sand, clay) Parker (1987) 
     minimum saturation (Sm) 0.1, 0.3 
     shape parameter (n)  1.7, 1.3 
     gas/NAPL entry pressure ( gna ) 4.839, 0.484 
     NAPL/water entry pressure ( nwa ) 3.409, 0.341 
     gas/water entry pressure ( gwa ) 2.0, 0.2 
  
Rock grain specific heat 800 J/kg K 
Rock grain density 2650 kg/m3 
Formation heat conductivity fully saturated 2.7 W/m K 
Formation heat conductivity dry 0.6 W/m K 
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2. 2D Simulations of Vertical Steam Migration (quasi-3D)  
The models were designed to simulate the air control of injected steam to examine 
the effects of porous media, boundary, and operational factors that vary at individual sites 
and to determine its feasibility for field applications.  Porous media factors tested include 
permeability, anisotropy (ratio of horizontal and vertical permeability), the presence of 
less permeable layers, and porosity.  Boundary factors include water table depth and 
lower model boundary (upper-most “impermeable” layer).  Operational factors include 
the steam injection rate and the ratio of injected air to injected steam.  Steam was injected 
until steady-state conditions were achieved (20 years) for all simulations.  Cases tested 
with 2D simulations are shown in Table 3.2.  The multi-phase flow simulations used two 
components (air and aqueous phases) and three equations, each component plus heat.   
 
 
Table 3.2 Cases tested with 2D simulations. 
 
Porous media parameters  
capillary pressure low capillary pressure case 
permeability 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 30, 100 darcys 
anisotropy 2x, 5x, 10x, 100x (decrease kv) 
porosity 0.10, 0.30 
low permeability layer 5 meters (in place of air injection) 
  
Operational factors  
injection depths air – 5, 8 meters        steam – 10 meters 
injection rates 1x, 2x, 4x, 10x both 
volumetric injection ratio 0.5x, 1x, 2x (air/steam) 
  
Boundary factors  
top low permeability cap 
top low permeability cap, 10x steam injection rate 
bottom water table at 10.5, 12.5, 15.5, 20.5 meters 
bottom low permeability at 12, 16, and 20 meters 
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The cases were simulated using a 2D radial axi-symmetric configuration with 
1995 elements.  This configuration is three-dimensional (“quasi-3D”) in that it simulates 
flow in three-dimensional space with a two dimensional (radius and distance) coordinate 
system.  Two advantages are that it is perfectly suited to simulate radial flow to or from a 
well and it uses far fewer elements than a true 3D model, reducing computation time.  
However, a fully three-dimensional model is needed to simulate the typical steam flood 
with three (or more) injection wells surrounding a contaminated source area.   
 
2.1 2D Model Domain and Initial Conditions 
The radial mesh consists of 57 elements extending a total of 99.5 meters from the 
center.  The width of the elements increases outward, from 0.5 meters for the two inner 
cylinders, to 1 meter out to 20 meters, to 2 meters out to 70 meters, and 3 meters to 99.5 
meters (0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.5, 2.5…20.5, 22.0, 24.0…70.0, 72.5, 75.5…99.5).  The lateral 
dimensions are large enough to minimize boundary effects at the model edge which are 
set at constant pressure (based on gravity-capillary equilibrium) and temperature (20°C).   
The vertical mesh extends from the surface (set at an elevation of 0.0) to a depth 
of 51.0 meters.  The thickness of the elements increase downward, 1 meter thick from 0 
to 20 meters, 2 meters from 20 to 39.5 meters, and 3 meters to 51.0 meters (0, 1.0…20.0, 
21.5, 23.5…39.5, 42.0, 45.0…51.0).  The bottom of the grid (a no flow boundary) is 
sufficiently deep (51 meters) to minimize lower boundary effects.  Constant atmospheric 
conditions are simulated at the ground surface (top boundary).  The mesh has a total of 
1995 elements, including boundary elements.   
The initial gas saturation conditions are calculated by an analytical gravity-
capillary equilibrium solution and depend on the porous media properties.  The initial 
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temperature is set at 20° C for all elements.  An example initial water saturation 
distribution (water table at 40.5 meters) and mesh are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 2D axi-symmetric mesh with initial gas saturation distribution (water table 
at 40.5 meters).   
 
 
 
2.2 2D Model Parameters and Sources 
The base case model simulations use a uniform horizontal permeability of 10 
darcys (typical of sands that would be good steam flood candidates), no anisotropy (kh/kv 
equal 1), and a porosity of 30%.  Capillary pressure and relative permeability functions 
were estimated based on those that represent typical medium grain sands (Table 3.1). 
The steam injection depth (10 meters), injection rate (0.010 m3/s = 0.006 kg/s = 
50 lbs/hr), steam enthalpy (2440000 J/kg), and steam quality (0.90) were the same for all 
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simulations.  Air was injected at a depth of 5 meters and at the same volumetric rate 
(0.010 m3/s) as steam injection for the base case.  Base case operational parameters are 
shown in Table 3.3.  The simulations were run until steam propagation reached near 
steady state conditions which typically occurred within 20 years (Figure 3.4).   
 
 
Table 3.3 Operational parameters, base case 2D simulations. 
 
Injection Wells (2D simulations)  
steam injection rate [kg/s] 0.0059 
specific enthalpy of injected steam [J/kg] 2.44E+06 
air injection rate [kg/s] 0.0120 
specific enthalpy of injected air [J/kg] 9.84E+05 
air/steam volume ratio 1.0 
 
 
 
2.3 2D Simulations – Results 
The simulation results for the base case show that injecting air is a viable method 
for controlling the vertical rise of high temperatures associated with steam injection 
(Figure 3.4).  Heat expands outward and upward from the injection point unless a 
controlling mechanism is used.  Injected air effectively controls the smaller high 
temperature zone and is less effective at controlling the much larger lower temperature 
zone away from the injection point.  The simulation results (Figure 3.5) show the effect 
of injected air over time on vertical heat rise at three temperatures (left 90°C, center 
60°C, right 30°C) with isotherms at times of 10, 30, 60, 100 days, and “steady state”.   
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Figure 3.4 Time sequence comparison of steam injection with (blue) and without 
(black) air control.  Isotherm (70 °C) times at 10, 30, 60 (bold), 100 days, 
1, 2, 5, 10, 20 (bold), 50, 100, and 200 years radiating from the steam 
injection point at 10 meters (air injection at 5 meters).   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Temperature distribution time sequence for steam injection with air 
control.  Each chart (left 90°C, center 60°C, right 30°C) has the 
temperature isotherm at times of 10, 30, 60 (bold), 100 days, 1 year and 
“steady state” radiating from the steam injection point at 10 meters.  Air 
control is injected at 5 meters. 
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The results of the simulations performed to investigate the influence of porous 
media, boundary, and operational factors follow.  These factors are expected to influence 
steam flood design, implementation, and feasibility. 
 
2.3.1 Porous Media Influences on Air Control of Steam Floods 
Porous media factors that could affect migration of steam in the subsurface are 
porosity, permeability, anisotropy, capillary pressure, and the presence low permeability 
layer(s).  Porosity was found to have the least affect with only small differences for cases 
ranging from values of 0.05 to 0.40.  Varying capillary pressure had a more of an effect 
than porosity though less than permeability, anisotropy, and the presence of a low 
permeability layer are more significant factors.  Simulated cases are listed in Table 3.2. 
 
Capillary Pressure  
Capillary pressure effects were not expected to have a large effect on steam front 
propagation due to the relatively high permeability material required for steam injection.  
Media with high capillary pressures are typically low permeability silts and clays that 
would be poor candidates.  A simulation was run to test the effects of a low capillary 
pressure medium to compare with the base case (Figure 3.6).  All other factors, including 
permeability were the same as for the base case. 
The results show that there is little difference in the cases at the controlling 
boundary that develops between the air and steam injection (Figure 3.7).  The effects on 
the downward migration of the steam front only begin to be noticeable when injection 
times exceed 100 days with the steam moving farther for the low capillary pressure case. 
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Figure 3.6 Plot of functions used to test effects of capillary pressure on steam 
migration.  Base case (dashed) and low capillary pressure case (solid). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Temperature distributions comparing the effects of capillary pressure on 
the air control of steam propagation.  The base case is dashed and the low 
capillary pressure case is solid.  Each chart (left 90°C, right 60°C) has the 
temperature isotherm at times of 10, 30, 60 (bold), 100 days, 1 year and 
“steady state” (bold).  Steam injection at 10 meters, air injection at 5 
meters. 
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Permeability 
Candidate zones for steam flooding must be permeable enough to allow steam 
injection at a rate sufficient to heat the targeted area within a reasonable period of time 
and to allow the steam front to spread far enough to drive contaminants to extraction 
wells.  To test the effect of varying permeability, the media was assumed to be 
homogeneous with no anisotropy and all other factors were held constant.  High 
permeability media allows the steam front to spread farther and treat a larger volume for 
a given injection rate.  Vertical steam rise is greater in high permeability material and is 
also more difficult to control.   
Temperature distributions from simulations with permeability values of 0.1, 1, 10, 
30, and 100 darcys were compared.  The results show the greatest effect for the higher 
permeability values.  In Figure 3.8, there is almost no difference in the temperature 
distribution (left 80°C, right 40°C) for 0.1 and 1 darcy simulations.  The effect of 
permeability becomes significant at 10 darcys and above with the 40°C isotherm nearly 
reaching the surface for the 100 darcy simulation at “steady state” (simulation of 20 years 
with large time steps).  Another pronounced effect is that for high permeability material, 
the downward spread of steam is limited by its buoyant rise.  This could require an 
additional injection point in high permeability material if the contamination is more 
vertically distributed.  The results indicate that injected air can prevent the high 
temperatures associated with a shallow steam flood from reaching the surface at 
permeability values up to 100 darcys. 
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Figure 3.8 Temperature distributions (left 80°C, right 40°C) comparing the effects of 
permeability on the air control of steam propagation.  Simulations are at 
“steady state” for permeability values 0.1, 1, 10, 30, and 100 darcys. 
 
 
 
Anisotropy 
Anisotropy is typical of many systems with horizontal permeability (kh) being 
greater than vertical permeability (kv).  Stratified systems with sufficient permeability are 
excellent steam flood candidates since the rise of steam is inhibited by the relatively 
lower kv.  Cases were simulated with a constant kh of 10 darcys for kh/kv ratios of 2, 5, 
10, and 100.  The simulations with no air control (Figure 3.9) show the effect of 
increasing the kh/kv ratio, progressing from a semi-circle (kh/kv of 1) to a compressed 
oval (kh/kv of 100).  Even within highly stratified systems, high temperatures can 
approach the surface at steady state due to conductive heating (not expected to be a 
problem for floods of normal duration).  The chart on the right shows the 40°C 
distribution after 100 days of injection.  The ability of injected air to control upward heat 
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migration is enhanced with increasing anisotropy (Figure 3.10).  There is almost no rise 
in high temperatures and the moderate temperatures are kept well away from the surface. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Temperature distributions (left 80°C, center 40°C) comparing the effects 
of anisotropy on steam propagation.  Anisotropy ratios at 1x, 2x, 5x, 10x, 
and 100x are shown.  The left and center charts are at “steady state” and 
the right chart shows the 40°C distribution after 100 days of injection.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Temperature distributions (left 80°C, right 40°C) at “steady state” for 
steam injection (10 m) into anisotropic media (2x, 5x, 10x, 100x) with air 
control (5 m).  The isotropic case is shown in gray. 
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Low Permeability Layer 
The presence of a low permeability layer above steam injection inhibits steam 
rise.  Cases for a 0.1 darcy layer (1 m thick at 5 m and 3 m thick from 5 to 8 m) were 
simulated and compared to the case of air injection at 5 meters.  Results (Figure 3.11) 
show that though the low permeability (with relatively high capillary pressure) layer 
keeps high temperatures from reaching the surface, it is less effective than injected air. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Low permeability layer simulated temperature distribution (left 80°C, 
right 40°C) at “steady state” for steam injection (10 m).  The isotropic 
case (steam only and with air injection) is shown in gray. 
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2.3.2 Boundary Influences on Air Control of Steam Floods 
The presence of bottom (water table, confining layer), top (low permeability cap 
at the surface), and side (fault, facies change) boundaries can affect steam movement in 
the subsurface.  The main effect of a lateral impermeable boundary is that lateral steam 
spread is limited and air control is as or more effective than when there is no lateral 
boundary.  The results of simulations with bottom and top boundaries follow.  Note that 
these “boundary” types are essentially variations of porous media and not classical 
numerical boundaries such as constant pressure or no-flow.  Simulated cases are listed in 
Table 3.2. 
 
Bottom Boundary 
The two types of bottom “boundaries” to steam propagation considered were the 
water table and a vertically extensive unsaturated lower confining layer.  These are not 
boundaries in the sense of a constant pressure or no flow boundary.  These lower 
“boundary” types are impediments to downward steam migration below the level of 
steam injection.  Steam would unrealistically reflect upward off an actual shallow no flow 
boundary.  These lower “boundary” cases were simulated to determine the effect realistic 
lower “boundaries” might have on the lateral and upward migration of steam in the 
unsaturated zone and whether they would behave similarly to a no flow boundary.  These 
“boundaries” are expected to behave differently because below the water table the 
relative permeability to steam is zero whereas an unsaturated low permeability layer is 
still somewhat permeable to steam.  Note that the no flow bottom of the model domain is 
at 51 meters for both of these sets of cases as well as the base case.   
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The first set of cases (water table as a lower “boundary”/impediment to steam 
migration) was simulated with the water table at depths of 10.5, 12.5, 15.5, and 20.5 
meters.  The water table depths had to be placed so that they did not coincide with 
element faces to limit computational inefficiencies that arise from phase changes as an 
element switches between full and partial saturation.   
The second set of cases (vertically extensive unsaturated lower confining layer as 
a lower “boundary”/impediment to steam migration) was simulated with the top of the 
low permeability confining unit at depths of 12, 16, and 20 meters.  It continues 
downward to the base of the model domain (51 meters).  The water table was set at 40.5 
meters (same as the base case) for this set of simulations.   
The comparison of results (only injecting steam) for the two types of lower 
“boundary”/impediment show that neither behaves like a no-flow boundary.  The 
downward spread of heat with the advancing steam zone is reduced for both types.  
Energy is not reflected upward and the overall volume heated to high temperatures is 
reduced (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13).  The water table, and to a lesser degree the higher 
water content of the unsaturated low permeability unit, consume energy to heat the water, 
reducing the available energy in the steam vapor phase that would normally spread 
laterally.  A shallow water table boundary inhibits the lateral spread of heat more so than 
the low permeability lower “boundary” and even reduces the upward spread of heat 
(Figure 3.13).   
The reduction of the high temperature zones caused by shallow “boundaries” is 
even more dramatic for simulations with air control (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15).  
Injected air pushes the steam downward towards the lower “boundary”, using more 
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energy to heat water.  The case of a water table “boundary” just below the steam injection 
point (10.5 meter water table depth in Figure 3.14) reduces the lateral spread of the 80 °C 
isotherm by over 50% in comparison to the base case with the water table 40.5 meters 
deep.  However, this case does cause the high temperature zone (above °80 C) to reflect 
slightly upward (Figure 3.14) as does the case of a shallow (12 meters deep) low 
permeability “boundary” (Figure 3.15).  The “boundary” effects diminish for deeper 
bottom boundaries.  The reduction of lateral heat spread is not as significant at shorter 
injection times (Figure 3.16) for a given injection rate. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12   Steam (only) injection temperature distribution comparison for simulations 
with water table at 10.5, 12.5, 15.5, and 20.5 meters (“steady state”).  Gray 
line is for base case simulation with water table at 40.5 meters.   
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Figure 3.13   Steam (only) injection temperature distribution comparison for simulations 
with bottom confining unit at 12, 16, and 20 meters (“steady state”).  Gray 
line is for base case simulation with bottom confining unit at 51 meters.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.14   Steam injection with air control temperature distribution comparison for 
simulations with water table at 10.5, 12.5, 15.5, and 20.5 meters (“steady 
state”).  Gray line is for base case simulation with water table at 40.5 
meters.   
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Figure 3.15   Steam injection with air control temperature distribution comparison for 
simulations with bottom confining unit at 12, 16, and 20 meters (“steady 
state”).  Gray line is for base case simulation with bottom confining unit at 
51 meters.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.16   Steam injection with air control temperature distribution comparison for 
simulations with water table at 10.5, 12.5, 15.5, and 20.5 meters (100 
days).  Gray line is for base case simulation with water table at 40.5 
meters.   
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Top Boundary: Cap 
Low permeability caps have been used to keep steam from venting to the surface.  
An installed layer of clay or other low permeability material provides a barrier for safety 
and helps keep energy in the subsurface.  A cap or partial cap may already be present at 
some sites, such as asphalt in a parking lot or the cement pad of a loading dock.  Caps can 
limit steam from venting to the surface but they are still subject to conductive heating and 
can get uncomfortably hot.  Depending on the design of the flood and the composition of 
the cap, it could also be altered from prolonged heating. 
Simulations were performed with a low permeability (0.0001 darcys) low porosity 
(0.02) 1 meter thick cap that extends 20 meters from the injection point at the surface.  
Results show that a cap does not significantly impair heat (steam) rise until steam (heat) 
reaches the cap.  It prevents the high temperatures (above 80°C) from reaching the 
surface, though they are near (Figure 3.17).  Lower temperatures (40°C) do reach the 
surface but only at late times.  A comparison case shows that air injected air prevents 
even the low temperature (40°C) isotherm from nearing the surface. 
A more demanding problem with an increased steam injection rate (10 times) was 
simulated.  The cap keeps the 80°C temperature just below the surface (it would vent to 
the surface with no cap) though not as effectively as air injection.  The 40°C temperature 
isotherm reaches the surface for both of these cases (Figure 3.18).   
A hybrid design that combines both a cap and injected air was simulated and it 
resulted in improved temperature rise control for the high steam injection rate.  Cases 
were simulated with air injected at the same (“full”) and half the steam volumetric rate 
with a cap present.  This design significantly lowers the 80°C temperature isotherm and 
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keeps the 40°C isotherm below the surface for the 10x steam injection rate (Figure 3.19).  
Vertical control is significantly improved when the air injection rate is only half the 
steam rate with the 40°C isotherm only a meter above the case where the air injection rate 
is the same as the steam rate.  Results suggest that a cap in combination with injected air 
not only improves vertical control but could be used to better guide steam front 
propagation and prevent cap alteration due to heating.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.17    Temperature distribution (“steady state”) with low permeability cap to 
control steam rise to the surface (black).  No cap and air controlled with 
no cap shown in gray.  Cap shown. 
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of low permeability cap (solid) to injected air (dash) for 
controlling steam rise (10x injection rate) at “steady state”.  Cap not 
shown. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Comparison (at “steady state”) of a cap only design to a hybrid design that 
uses the low permeability cap (solid) in combination with injected air 
(dash) for controlling steam rise (10x injection rate).  Cap only (solid), cap 
plus air injected at the steam volumetric rate (dash), and cap plus air 
injected at half the steam rate (dotdash).  Cap not shown. 
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2.3.3 Operational Influences on Air Control of Steam Floods 
Operational factors (air injection depth, steam injection rate, ratio of air and steam 
rates) were varied to test their affect on the temperature distribution of a vertically air 
controlled steam flood.  The operational factors (Table 3.3) were constant for the 
simulations that tested porous media and boundary effects, except for the previous case 
that used high injection rates to test a top boundary low permeability cap.  Simulated 
cases are listed in Table 3.2. 
 
Air Injection Depth 
The temperature distributions of simulations with air injected at 5 and 8 meters 
(steam at 10 meters) were compared to determine if air injection depth would have a 
material effect on the ability of injected air to control the rise of high temperatures 
associated with a steam flood (Figure 3.20).  Simulations confirm that the “no flow” 
boundary is roughly halfway between the air and steam injectors.  For air at 5 m and 
steam at 10 m, the 40°C and 80°C isotherms are at 7 and 8 meters respectively and for air 
at 8 m and steam at 10 m, the 40°C and 80°C isotherms are at 8.5 and 9.5 meters.  The 8 
m air injection confines the high temperatures (80°C) to a greater depth by about 1.5 m at 
and laterally away from the injection points.  The effects of a deeper air injection point 
(and nearer the steam injection point) are less significant for lower temperatures (40°C).  
The vertical rise of the low temperature isotherm (40°C) is the same for each (Figure 
3.20).   
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Figure 3.20     Temperature distribution comparison from simulations (at “steady state”) 
with air injection depths of 5 (gray curves) and 8 meters (black curves), 
steam injection at 10 m.  Dashed curves are for 10x increased injection 
rates (both steam and air). 
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injection rate (10x the base rate) and nears the surface for other high rates.  This suggests 
that at high rates, additional air injectors or a hybrid design that includes some sort of cap 
(see section above, Top Boundary: Cap) may be needed.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.21   Temperature distribution comparison for simulations with increasing 
injection rates at 100 days (fine) and “steady state” (thick).  Injection rates 
(m3/s) are 0.01 (base case – solid gray), 0.02 (dash), 0.04 (dotdash), and 
0.10 (longdash). 
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temperature distributions of different air/steam injection ratios were compared to 
determine the affect of varying air/steam injection ratios.   
Cases were run with air injected at half and double the base volumetric rate of 
steam and at double the 10 times steam injection rate (20 times base air rate).  
Temperatures rise only about a meter more than the base configuration when air is 
injected at half the steam rate (Figure 3.22).  This suggests that a lower air injection ratio, 
at least initially, would adequately control steam rise for many sites.  If subsurface 
temperatures increased to undesired levels nearing the surface, the air rate could be 
increased as necessary.   
For sites and designs where high temperatures might approach the surface, the air 
injection rate can be higher than the steam rate.  Simulations were run with the air 
injection rate double that of the steam rate.  Doubling the air injection rate keeps both the 
40°C and 80°C isotherms about 1-2 meters deeper than the base case (Figure 3.23).  For 
the more demanding problem where steam was injected at ten times the base rate and the 
40°C isotherm reached the surface (Figure 3.21), a simulation was run with air injected at 
20 times the base air rate to determine if doubling the amount of injected air (at high 
steam injection rates) could keep the 40°C isotherm below the surface.  The 40°C 
isotherm did not reach the surface but was less than a meter away (Figure 3.24).  The 
shallow-most rise of the 80°C isotherm was kept several meters lower than the 40°C 
isotherm.   
These simulations suggest that varying the air/steam ratio can be used to control 
how shallow high temperatures rise to some degree.  However, ratios ranging from half to 
double the steam rate only affected the height of rise by several meters.  For the high 
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steam injection case, additional air injectors could be located radially surrounding the 
steam injector or the steam injection rate could simply be decreased.  Injection rates, air 
and steam, and their ratio should be optimized for the goals of a particular site.   
Actual steam floods would not have a single steam injector with the rise of high 
temperatures to be controlled by an air injector above, but would consist of a series of 
wells surrounding a target zone that would interact with each other in three dimensions.  
The vertical rise of steam would only need to be controlled if the flood design targeted a 
shallow zone, in a poorly layered high permeability material with an extended steam 
injection rate and/or duration.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.22 Temperature distribution comparison for simulations with air injection at 
half the rate of steam (100 days – fine, “steady state” -- thick).  The base 
case solid gray and the half air case dashed black.   
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Figure 3.23    Temperature distribution comparison for simulations with air injection at 
double the rate of steam (100 days – fine, “steady state” -- thick).  The 
base case solid gray and the double air case dashed black.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.24   Temperature distribution comparison of 10x base steam injection rate with 
10x base air injection rate (dash) and 10x base steam injection rate with 
20x base air injection rate, double air (solid).  Thin line is for 100 days and 
thick line for “steady state”.   
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2.4 Energy Balance to Determine Potential Heat Loss in the Steam Zone 
An energy loss in the steam zone can be inferred from air injection case results  
that show a smaller area of high temperatures.  For example, in Figure 3.4 the 60 day 
70°C isotherm for the case where air was injected to control steam migration encloses an 
area (volume) that is noticeably smaller than the 70°C isotherm for the steam only 
injection case.  One possible mechanism would be evaporative cooling caused by the 
injected air, though the air injected contains some water to prevent drying at injection 
elements.  Another possibility is that the injected air disperses some of the energy 
throughout the model domain.  An energy balance was calculated on the results of the 
steam only and steam plus air injection cases at the 1 year simulation time and the results 
were compared to the initial conditions of the system.   
An energy balance totals all of the energy [Joules] in a system (equation3.1), 
including that held in the liquid, rock, and gas.  The internal energy, U [joules/kg], for a 
given phase (water, rock, gas) is calculated for each element in the model domain except 
the boundary elements.  The internal energy is then multiplied by the phase density and 
the phase volume within the element to get the energy of that phase within each element 
(water 3.1a, rock 3.1b, gas 3.1c).  The total energy in the model domain is the sum of the 
energy in each element.  Parameters for the energy balance are given in Table 3.4. 
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 [ ] gRW EEEJoulesE ++=      (3.1) 
 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )VTCSVUE wWgwWW rfr -== 1   (3.1a) 
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h
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Table 3.4 Parameters for energy balance calculations. 
 
Porosity, f 0.3 
Water latent heat of vaporization, hvap [J/kg] 2.26E+06 
Steam density, rstm (@100C) [ kg/m3]  0.588 
Water heat capacity, Cw [J/kgC] 4190 
Rock heat capacity, CR [J/kgC] 800 
Air heat capacity, CA [J/kgC] 733 
Air density, rA (@20C) [kg/m3] 1.2 
Water density, rw [kg/m3] 1000 
Rock density, rR [kg/m3] 2650 
Enthalpy of steam injected, hstm-inj [J/kg] 2.44E+06 
Gas saturation, Sg element dependent 
Element volume, V [m3] element dependent 
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The energy at a given time in the system (e.g. Estmonly, after 1 year of injection can 
be subtracted from the initial energy (E0) in the system plus the energy added through 
injection wells (Qhinput , Joules in a year) to get the energy lost to the system , Eloss 
(equations 3.2 and 3.2a).  The total energy in the system at initial conditions is 5.70 E13 
Joules and an additional 4.54 E11 Joules were added by injecting steam (Mstm-inj 
[kg/time]) for a year (equation 3.2a).  After a year, the total energy in the system should 
be 5.744 E13 Joules less any losses (Table 3.5).  The energy balance at 1 year for the 
steam only case is 5.741 E13 Joules, a loss of a fraction of a percent.  Since the majority 
of the system is not affected by steam (large domain to limit boundary effects), a subset 
of the system was considered and was found to have similarly small percentage losses.  
These energy balance results provide confidence in the model set up and performance.   
Comparing the energy balance results of the steam only and the steam plus air 
cases should help determine by what mechanism air injection decreases energy in the 
steam zone.  The energy loss for the steam plus air case is also only a fraction of a 
percent and there is slightly more energy in the system due to due to the extra energy 
from the injected humid air.  Each case has essentially the same energy in the three 
phases (Table 3.5).  This is true when looking at the overall system and at a subset 
limited to the air and steam zones (excludes elements with less than a 0.001 °C 
temperature change).   
The gas saturation of each case was compared to determine if injecting air 
decreased the water saturation.  The increase in gas saturated pore volume was roughly 1 
m3 for the air injection case.  However, evaporating a cubic meter of water over a year is 
insufficient to explain the decrease in area of the hottest part of the steam zone.  Evidence 
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for evaporative cooling near the air injection point is found in temperature decreases to 
below the initial temperature of 20 °C in 9 elements.  However, the total volume affected 
is only 29 m3.  Based on the gas saturation and low temperature cells, evaporative cooling 
is probably only a minor effect.  The main mechanism that causes the area of the hottest 
part of the steam zone to shrink is that the injected air physically spreads the energy over 
a larger volume.  This increases the overall area heated at the expense of decreasing the 
extent of the hottest part of the steam zone.   
 
 
Table 3.5 Summary of energy balance results.  
 
Case simulated System energy [Joules] 
Initial conditions 5.70 E13 
          Energy in water 1.31E+13 
          Energy in rock 4.39E+13 
          Energy in gas 5.51E+09 
Steam only injected 1 year  5.741 E13 
     Steam energy injected (1 year) 4.54 E11 
          Energy in water 1.32E+13 
          Energy in rock 4.42E+13 
          Energy in gas 5.57E+09 
Steam plus air injected 1 year 5.744 E13 
     Steam plus air energy injected (1 year) 4.93 E11 
          Energy in water 1.32E+13 
          Energy in rock 4.42E+13 
          Energy in gas 5.57E+09 
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3. 3D Simulations of Vertical Steam Migration (true-3D) 
The goal of the 3D model was to simulate a realistic setup with several different 
scenarios to evaluate the feasibility for shallow small-scale steam flooding.  The 
simulations inject steam for 35 days at a relatively high rate with air control above to 
limit the vertical rise of higher temperatures.  The two-dimensional (quasi-3D) models in 
the previous section simulate the effects of different factors associated with a steam 
flood, but the spatial geometry of an actual flood and the interaction of steam fronts from 
multiple wells can only be captured using a fully three-dimensional model.  The true-3D 
model was designed to simulate a three-spot steam flood with air injection points located 
above steam injectors.  Multiple configurations were simulated to determine heating 
patterns of various air/steam injection ratios and depths.  The cases simulated are listed in 
Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6 Cases for 3D simulations. 
 
Moderate 
depth cases 
(WT – 16.5 m) 
Depth [m]  
air -- steam 
Ratio 
air/steam  
Cap Notes 
1 None and 10 0 - Steam only 
2 5 and 10 1 -  
3 5 and 10 0.5   
4 5 and 10 0.5 - Air delayed 2 weeks 
Shallow   
depth cases 
(WT – 8.5 m) 
    
5 None and 6 0 - Steam only 
6 None and 6 0 YES Steam only 
7 3 and 6 0.5 -  
8 3 and 6 1.0 -  
9 3 and 6 0.5 YES Air and cap 
10 3 and 6 0.5 YES Hot air and cap 
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3.1 3D Model Domain and Initial Conditions 
The model domain is 414 meters on each side with a depth of 50 meters.  The 
horizontal elements are 2 meters on a side near the center of the model growing to 60 
meters across at the model edge to minimize the influence of lateral boundaries (set to 
constant conditions).  The upper vertical boundary is set to constant atmospheric 
conditions at a depth of 0 meters and the model bottom acts as a no flow boundary at 50 
meters.  The presence of a low permeability cap at the surface was used for several 
scenarios.  The lower boundary is shielded from interaction by the water table (16.5, 8.5, 
and 6.5 meters deep for the various configurations) that acts as a “soft” lower boundary to 
steam propagation.  The vertical mesh dimensions are 1 meter from the surface to 20 
meters and then grow to 4 meters at total depth.  The initial gas saturation conditions are 
calculated by an analytical gravity-capillary equilibrium solution.  The initial temperature 
is set at 20° C for all elements.  The central part of the mesh (27000 total elements) with 
the initial water saturation distribution for a water table at 16.5 meters is shown in (Figure 
3.25).   
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Figure 3.25 3D mesh (zoomed in) with initial gas saturation distribution (water table at 
16.5 meters). 
 
 
 
 
3.2 3D Model Parameters and Sources 
The model simulations use a horizontal permeability of 10 darcys (typical of 
sands that would be good steam flood candidates), no anisotropy (kh/kv equal 1), and a 
porosity of 30%.  Capillary pressure and relative permeability functions were also 
estimated based on those that represent typical sands. 
Steam was injected in a three-spot pattern designed to surround a source zone and 
drive contamination to a central location for recovery (Figure 3.26).  The triangular 
pattern is 12 meters on each side.  Configurations were simulated with different injection 
depths: air at 5m and steam at 10m, air at 3m and steam at 6m.  Steam injection rates 
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were 0.03 kg/s (about 240 lbs/hr) with a steam enthalpy of 2555000 J/kg (steam quality 
0.95) for all 3D simulations.  Control air was injected at different volumetric ratios to 
steam (none, half, same, and in some cases double) to test different designs.  The 
injection rate was selected to allow the entire area to be heated within a reasonable time 
frame (5 weeks).  The cost of steam production and the time required for remediation are 
expected to be significant considerations to the feasibility of shallow steam floods.  The 
3D simulations use an injection time of 5 weeks at a rate of 240 lbs/hr.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26 Simulated three-spot steam injection pattern.  Steam radiates outward from 
injection points driving contamination to a central location for recovery.  
Line of section shown for result diagrams.   
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Table 3.7 Operational parameters, base case 3D simulations. 
 
Injection Wells (3D simulations)  
steam injection rate [kg/s] 0.03 
specific enthalpy of injected steam [J/kg] 2.55E+06 
air injection rate [kg/s] 0.06 
specific enthalpy of injected air [J/kg] 9.84E+05 
air/steam volume ratio 1.0 
 
 
3.3 3D Simulations – Results 
Two primary configurations were simulated: (1) Moderate depth, water table at 
16.5 meters (cases 1-4, Table 3.6) and (2) Shallow depth, water table at 8.5 meters (cases 
5-10, Table 3.6).  Each of the primary configurations also had scenarios with and without 
a low permeability cap at the surface based on the 2D simulation results that showed high 
temperatures can get very near the surface with only a cap.  They also showed how the 
presence of a cap can enhance the effects of injected air.   
The 3D results are given as cross section views (A – A’) through the center of the 
triangular steam injection pattern (Figure 3.26).  The left side of each cross section cuts 
directly through the injection well location at the top of the triangular pattern (air injector, 
if present, above steam injector), showing the temperature distribution within the steam 
zone at an injection well.  The right side of each cross section cuts between the two 
injection well locations at the bottom of the triangular pattern, showing the temperature 
distribution between injection wells.  The center area shows the temperature distribution 
at the center of the steam pattern where an extraction system would typically be present.   
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3.3.1 Moderate depth case 
This configuration (inject steam at 10 meters, air at 5 meters, and water table at 
16.5 meters) was designed to observe 3D heating patterns without overt vertical boundary 
effects.  Simulation results for the steam only injection case (1 in Table 3.6) indicate that 
elevated temperatures are unlikely to reach the surface with the given rate, duration, and 
depth of steam injection (Figure 3.27, left).  Injecting an equivalent volume of air keeps 
temperatures greater than 60 °C about 7 to 8 meters below the surface (Figure 3.27, 
right).  However, the injected air disperses some of the energy (see section 3.4) and 
prevents the temperature at the center of the steam pattern from reaching 100 °C.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.27 Side view of the temperature distribution after 35 days of steam injection 
(left) and steam plus air injection (right) for the moderate depth case. 
 
 
The desired flow boundary to steam created by injected air has to be balanced 
with the dispersion of energy by the injected air.  Configurations that inject less air and 
delay air injection to some time after steam injection begins can be more effective, 
depending on the location of the source to be targeted and the areas where high 
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temperatures need to be contained.  Simulation results where air is injected at half the 
volume tric rate of steam (case 3, Table 3.6) and at half the volume tric rate of steam with 
air injection delayed two weeks after the onset of steam injection (case 4, Table 3.6) have 
heating patterns with temperatures at and above 100 °C throughout the target zone while 
limiting the vertical rise of high temperatures (Figure 3.28).  More significantly, injecting 
air at half the volumetric steam rate not only eliminates the unwanted dispersion of 
energy, but spreads the high temperatures (100 °C and above) more thoroughly 
throughout the target zone.  The benefit is obvious when Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.27 are 
compared.  Even when air injection is delayed for 2 weeks, the 40 °C isotherm is less 
than a meter shallower than the case that injects air from the outset of the steam flood.   
 
 
 
             air/steam ratio = 0.5                          air/steam ratio = 0.5, air delayed 2 weeks 
 
 
Figure 3.28 Temperature distribution after 35 days of steam injection plus air at half 
the volumetric steam rate (left) and steam plus air at half the steam rate 
delayed 2 weeks (right) for the moderate depth case. 
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3.3.2 Shallow depth case  
This configuration (water table at 8.5 meters, inject steam at 6 meters, and air at 3 
meters when injected) was designed to observe 3D heating patterns of a near surface 
steam flood.  The base case operational parameters are listed in Table 3.7 and the 
operational designs of the six cases simulated for this configuration are listed in Table 3.6 
(cases 5-10).  Simulation results for the steam only injection case indicate that high 
temperatures (100 °C) will reach the surface with the given rate, duration, and depth of 
steam injection (Figure 3.29, left).  The addition of a low permeability, low porosity cap 
(0.0001 darcys and 0.02 porosity) prevents the highest temperatures from reaching the 
surface though they get within a meter (Figure 3.29, right).  Under these conditions, the 
cap would be subjected potential alteration from the high temperatures and steam could 
possibly vent at the surface through any imperfections in the cap.  The cap has the 
advantage of allowing a target zone that begins immediately below the surface to be 
thoroughly heated whereas the steam only case with no cap (Figure 3.29, left) would not 
thoroughly heat the center of a target zone that begins immediately below the surface and 
would allow high temperatures to reach the surface.   
Injected air, at the steam volumetric rate and at half the steam volumetric rate 
(Figure 3.30), effectively controls steam rise and keeps higher temperatures several 
meters from the surface.  The injected air both limits steam rise and spreads the high 
temperatures throughout a target zone from about 3 (half the air rate) to 4 meters to the 
water table at 8.5 meters.  The high temperature zone at the center of the steam pattern is 
not reduced by injected air for these shallow depth (water table 16.5 meters deep) cases 
because the same heat energy is injected in effectively half the volume as the moderate 
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depth (water table 16.5 meters deep) cases.  Additionally, the proximity of the surface 
(only 3 meters above) probably decreases the effectiveness of the injected air, providing a 
less resistive path to air flow and thereby reducing heat dispersion.  This was tested by 
injecting air at half the volumetric steam rate with the site covered by a low permeability 
cap.  The cap prevents the injected air from escaping to the surface, directing it 
downward, increasing dispersion of the growing steam zone (Figure 3.31, left).  The 
temperature at the center of the steam pattern only reaches the 60 to 70 °C range.  The 
possibility that injecting hot air (70 °C) instead of 20 °C air might offset the reduction in 
temperature at the center of the steam pattern was tested.  Injecting hot air only made a 
slight difference for this shallow depth case with a cap.  The small increase in 
temperature is seen in the row of elements at a depth of 2 meters (Figure 3.31, right) 
relative to the case that injected ambient air (Figure 3.31, left).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.29 Side view of the temperature distribution after 35 days of steam injection 
(left) and steam injection with the addition of a low permeability cap 
(right) for the shallow depth case. 
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Figure 3.30 Temperature distribution after 35 days of steam injection plus air injected 
at the volumetric steam rate (left) and steam injection plus air at half the 
steam rate (right) for the shallow depth case. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.31 Temperature distribution after 35 days of air injected at half the steam 
volumetric rate with a low permeability cap at the surface (left).  Same 
case except with 70°C air (right). 
 
 
 
 
3.4 Energy Balance of 3D Simulations 
An energy balance was calculated on three of the 3D shallow depth cases; steam 
only injected (Figure 29, left), steam with a cap (Figure 29, right), and steam plus air 
injection at half the steam volumetric rate (Figure 30, right).  Energy balance calculations 
on 2D results (section 3.4) showed that injected air can disperse some of the energy of the 
injected steam, decreasing the volume of the hottest part of the steam zone.  However, 
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only a fraction of a percent of the energy was lost from the system due to the depth of 
injection.  The three 3D cases are shallow enough that some energy should be lost at the 
surface boundary.  The initial temperature of the system (including the atmospheric 
boundary elements) is 20° C. 
The energy balance calculations were made at the end of the 35 day injection 
period on a subset of the domain that included only elements where the temperature 
change was at least 0.001 °C.  The energy balance results (Table 3.8) show that injected 
air limits energy lost to the surface for shallow steam floods, losing only 9.2 % of the 
injected energy whereas the steam only case loses 16.1 % and the case with a cap loses 
13 %.  It can also provide better mixing of high temperatures in the steam zone (Figure 
3.30) while preventing high temperatures from reaching the surface.   
 
 
Table 3.8 Summary of 3D energy balance results.  
 
Case simulated Energy [Joules] 
Fraction injected 
steam lost 
Initial conditions 1.504E+12  
Steam injected in 35 days 6.967E+11  
Initial energy plus energy injected 2.201E+12  
Steam only injected 35 days  2.088E+12 0.161 
Steam only injected 35 days, CAP 2.179E+12 0.130 
Steam plus air at half the steam, 35 days 2.152E+12 0.092 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 
Injecting air above steam injectors is a viable technology for controlling the 
vertical rise of high temperatures associated with shallow steam floods based on 
simulation results.  It can be more effective than a low permeability cap placed over a site 
by keeping high temperatures several meters below the surface.  A cap allows high 
temperatures to rise to just below the cap, subjecting shallow buried objects (e.g. utilities) 
to high heat and subjecting the cap to heating and possible alteration that could allow 
steam to escape through an imperfection.  It also limits the loss of injected energy to the 
surface.  Two-dimensional multi-phase flow models provide insight to how various 
factors affect air controlled steam rise, but cannot predict the temperature distribution for 
an actual flood.  Three dimensional multi-phase flow modeling is able to simulate the 
temperature distribution of a given steam flood leading to an optimal design for a 
particular site.  Simulation times range from minutes for the 2D multi-phase flow 
simulations, to several hours for the 3D simulations (2 Ghz processor). 
Controlling the rise of steam by injecting air has the advantages of allowing 
higher steam injection rates that give a wider lateral spread while limiting the rise of high 
temperatures, pushing the steam front and higher temperatures deeper.  Injecting air 
keeps the near surface cooler, allowing shallow source zones in poorly stratified 
permeable material to be targeted.  For some designs, injecting air can improve the spread 
of the highest temperatures within the steam pattern when injecting only steam can leave 
some areas below the highest temperatures.  For other designs, injected air can disperse 
energy to the point of preventing the temperature at the center of the steam pattern from 
reaching the highest temperatures.  Three-dimensional simulations can be used to design 
floods that take advantage of injected air (and avoid the shortcomings) to target shallow 
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sites previously thought to be poor candidates for steam flooding.  Injected air can also be 
used to improve the spread of high temperatures within a target zone for deeper steam 
floods. 
 
4.1 2D Simulations 
The most effective design, based on the 2D simulation results, combines air 
control with a cap.  The cap accentuates the effect of injected air by preventing it from 
escaping at the surface and spreading its effects laterally, allowing lower air injection 
rates.  Also, during a shallow flood the possibility of “fast” paths that could allow steam 
to vent to the surface is more of a threat than deeper floods where any fingering is 
collapsed by temperature losses to the surrounding media.   
The simulation results suggest that air injection is effective even in poorly 
stratified high permeability material, though the buoyant rise limits the downward spread 
of steam at the bottom of the steam front even in the vadose zone.  This makes the depth 
of steam injection relative to a target zone more crucial for high permeability sites than 
for lower permeability sites.  The buoyancy effect is decreased in lower permeability 
material, allowing the steam front to grow laterally and downward more than in high 
permeability material. 
The water table stops the downward migration of steam injected in the vadose 
zone.  The pores below the water table are filled and the relative permeability to steam is 
zero.  A thick unsaturated low permeability layer beneath a flood  decreases steam 
advection but is not a complete barrier (less flow, higher water saturation).  
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4.2 3D Simulations 
Several designs were effective at delivering high temperatures throughout the 
target zone within the injection pattern.  The modeling allowed operational factors to be 
adjusted for site parameters to optimize heating within a target zone.  The 3D results 
show that the response of injected steam to injected air, especially when a low 
permeability cap is placed over the site, is more complicated that the results seen in the 
2D simulations.   
The 3D simulations show that injecting air at the proper rate for a given depth not 
only controls the rise of high temperatures but improves steam mixing in the target zone.  
For shallow target floods, both high and low rates of injected air improve the spread of 
heat within the steam injection pattern and limit the loss of heat energy to the surface.  
For deeper targets, lower air rates improve the spread relative to no injected air, but 
higher air injection rates can disperse much of the energy, limiting the temperature at the 
center of the injection pattern.  The presence of a cap greatly enhances the effects of 
injected air for shallow floods.  Even at low air injection rates (air/steam ratio less than 
0.5) with a cap present, the spread of heat at the center of the steam injection pattern is 
poor.  The qualitative terms deep and shallow are subject to the injection rates, porous 
media properties, and proximity to the surface at a particular site.   
The models do not include the possibility of preferential paths developing that 
might short circuit air flow to the surface, thereby limiting its effect.  The shallower the 
injectors, the more likely that a preferential path will occur and limit the lateral spread 
and steam controlling ability of injected air. 
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4.3 Potential Application 
Steam flooding has been a large-scale, high cost operation that targets large sites 
with impressive results.  They have been used for enhanced oil recovery for many 
decades.  The 3D simulations (section 4) were designed to evaluate the feasibility of 
remediating small-scale shallow sites on a more modest budget.  Modeling is a reliable 
method for estimating the energy costs associated with a steam flood.  These simulations 
only addressed the possibility of heating a shallow target zone to high temperatures while 
controlling steam rise using injected air.  Future modeling could simulate how effective 
this method is in removing a hypothetical contaminant distribution in heterogeneous 
porous media while limiting the effects of heat on shallow objects. 
Areas where underground fuel tanks have leaked into a vadose zone that ranges 
from roughly 6 to 20 meters thick would be candidates for this method.  At these sites 
excavation and treatment/disposal can be expensive but injection well installation can be 
done quickly with direct push methods.  The horizontal well distribution, injection rate, 
and injection duration of the 3D simulations were selected to simulate the heating of a 
target volume the size of an underground storage tank within 5 weeks.  The fuel cost of 
steam production and the time required for remediation are among the most significant 
considerations.  The 3D simulations inject a total of 240 lbs/hr in three wells for 5 weeks.  
The fuel cost associated with steam production at this rate is expected to be about $7,000.   
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Other costs include but are not limited to well installation and materials, boilers 
and piping for steam production, blowers for air injection, water and air pumps for the 
extraction system, electricity, and disposal of extracted wastes.  An efficient system 
would use separators to collect burnable product to preheat water prior to steam 
production.   
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 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
Steam flooding is a proven technology that can be economically feasible for 
large-scale and possibly shallow small-scale sites.  It is most suitable for sites with well-
characterized sources within stratified sediments.  Steam is injected into higher 
permeability layers in a pattern of wells that surround the source zone, spreading outward 
from each injection point and forming a coalescing front designed to drive contamination 
to a centralized extraction system of pumping and soil vapor extraction (SVE) wells.  The 
high permeability layers are heated quickly due to preferential flow, with the lower 
permeability layers being heated more slowly by conduction.  The buoyant rise of steam 
is inhibited by layering.  Innovations, such as using injected air to control steam 
migration, extends the list of candidate sites to include poorly stratified sites with less 
than perfectly characterized source zones.   
Numerical modeling is a useful tool in planning and designing steam floods.  
Migration of a steam front is an inherently stable process.  As steam moves ahead in 
small high permeability zones it loses heat to the surrounding low permeability material, 
slowing advancement and creating a relatively smooth self correcting front.  
Characterization of hydrologic units and large-scale features such as channels or open 
fractures is usually sufficient for modeling steam migration.  Measurements of capillary 
pressure and relative permeability are rare at most sites and the curves for each unit must 
be estimated for the multi-phase flow model.  Modeling results for a specific site would 
be more reliable using site specific data.  The models can be calibrated with water flow 
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rates from pump tests and gas flow rates and pressures from gas pump tests or soil vapor 
extraction systems.  Modeling can be used to refine steam flood design details such as 
well placement, air and steam injection rates, and cyclic injection/extraction scenarios.  
Done concurrently with the remediation effort, modeling can be used to estimate the 
effects of unforeseen changes in the operational plan, such as mechanical failures, and to 
quantify what modifications are necessary to achieve the originally planned results.   
The numerical model of the sand tank includes all of the details of the experiment, 
from permeability distribution to the operation specifics of steam and air injection, 
allowing the model to reproduce steam front propagation (temperature distribution) and 
its control throughout the course of the experiment.  The actual and simulated 
thermocouple temperature versus depth profiles of the pilot-scale flood at the SST match 
well considering the changes in the operational plan that were necessary during the actual 
test.  The model predicted the heating pattern that was strongly influenced by hydrologic 
unit permeability.   
Air injection can be used to control steam migration by creating a no-flow 
boundary to prevent steam from moving to undesirable places.  The method was proven 
by the sand tank experiment and model, and successfully enacted on a demonstration 
project at Hill Air Force Base, Utah (Stewart et al., 1998) to remediate an accumulation 
of DNAPL in a subsurface channel on a clay layer.  Steam floods of sites with 
contamination outside the steam pattern risk mobilizing contamination away from the 
extraction system.  In the case of a DNAPL source, they risk contaminating deeper 
aquifers.  This can be prevented by placing air injection wells opposite the target from the 
steam injection wells, controlling the outward migration of steam and subsequent 
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mobilization of contamination outside the steam pattern.  Designs with and without air 
control were simulated for the planned large field-scale flood of the M-Area settling 
basin at the Savannah River Site.  Air control can be used to prevent unwanted heating at 
sites with buildings near the source zone.   
Simulations suggest that injected air can be used to control steam migration for 
shallow targets in un-stratified sediments.  It can be more effective than a low 
permeability cap placed over the site that allows high temperatures near the surface 
which could escape through a brake in the cap and subject the cap to heating and 
alteration.  Configurations can be designed, based on 3D simulations of a small-scale 
shallow flood that prevent high temperatures from reaching the surface, optimize heat 
distribution in the target zone, and minimize heat loss to the surface. 
Steam floods should be conducted at sites that have well characterized sources 
and hydrologic units.  The progression of steam migration is typically monitored through 
a series of thermocouple wells.  A numerical model should be developed that includes not 
only a realistic depiction of subsurface features but also all operational factors for the 
planned flood.  The model can be updated and used concurrently with the flood to 
simulate adjustments as needed to optimize the remediation effort.  Sites that are likely to 
have contamination outside the steam pattern, should use injected air to control steam and 
possibly contaminant migration away from the extraction system, especially if the 
contaminant being remediated is denser than water to reduce the possibility of 
contaminating deeper aquifers. 
The process of vertically controlling the rise of steam for the flood of a small, 
shallow site should be field tested.  An ideal candidate would be a closed service station 
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with a remnant fuel spill from a leaking tank.  Simulations suggest this might be feasible 
with a 5 -10 week remediation effort.  A possible suggestion might be the South Carolina 
UST pay for performance program under the Interstate Technology Regulatory Council – 
Remediation Process Optimization program.   
 
